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-Legislation Will Cul Taxes, But
Li Won't Offset-Cost Of Inflation
MISS RANGERETTE '1978 -- Michelle Spann, eight year old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Spann, was crowned as MiSs Rangerette 1978 at fhe seven-
th annual pageant held Sunday at the WOW Hall and sponsored by Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority. She was crown by last year's Miss Rangerette, Gina
Herndon.
COURT OF MISS RANGERETTE — Michelle Spann, new Miss Rangerette,
is flanked by members of her court following the Miss Rangerette 'pageant
on Sunday afternoon. Pictured left to right are, Lisa Carol Cunningham,




Miss Michelle Spann celebrated her
eighth birthday by being crowned as
"Miss Rangerette of 1978" at the
seventh annual pageant held Sunday at
2:30 p.m. at the Woodmen of the World
Hall
The new Miss Rangerette is the
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Robert
Spann. Her talent presentation was a
twirling routine using two batons.
Miss Spann was crowned by Miss
Gina Herndon, last year's Miss
Rangerette, daughter of Mr. and Mrs,,,
Jimmy D. Herndon.
Named as first runnerup was Miss
Mitzi McDougal, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny McDougal, who played a
piano solo for her talent presentation.
Second runnerup was Miss Lisa Carol
Cunningham, daughter of Mrs. Sarah
Alexander and Larry Cunningham, who
did a dance choral routine for her talent, •
event.
Winner of the talent award was Miss
Vonnie Sue Hays, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Keith Hays, who presented a
inside today
ballet performance for her talent.
Other contestants were Margaret
Burchfield, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Don Burchfield,' who :did a gymnastics
routine; Deana K. Cunningham,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Cunningham, who played a piano solo;
Leigh Ellen Estes, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Patrick Estes, who played a piano
solo; Tabethia Johnson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Don Johnson, who did a
baton routine; Sherry Newsome,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Newsome, who played.a piano solo.
The pageant was sponsored by the
Tau Phi., Lambda Sorority, Unit 827,
Woodmen of the World, with Marilyn
Herndon as general chairman. Jean
Richerson was the mistress of
ceremonies.
Other sorority members assisted in
the planning and decorations. A
reception was held as a part of the
pageant. Donations for the pageant
were made by Artcraft, Gene St Jo's,
and McDonald's.
One Section — 12 Pages
Luck may have played a decisive factor in the Murray
State-Middle -Tennessee grid clash. MSU coach Mike
Gottfried says it's good luck while Middle backers may be
beginning to attribute it.to bad luck. Murray gave Middle
a 33-7 pounding and Gottfried got his first OVC victory.








10, 11 Becoming mostly cloudy this
10 afternoon. Breezy and very cool
  10 with highs in the mid 50s to
' 2 around 60. Clearing and cold
Deaths & Funerals  12 tonight with a chance of frost.
Farm Page...8 Lows in the low to mid 30s. Mostly
Horoscope 2. sunny and slightly warmer
Inside Report 4 Tuesday. Highs 60 to 65.
Let's MeV Well - 2 Extended Kentucky Forecast
Local Scene  •  2,3. Wednesday through -Friday:
.ipitaiisssioanes......-o- -, o4•• --Variable -elouclitteatt--Wedtwoiday-
ports .   6, 7 . . with chance for showers.
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Legislation
on the way to President Carter will cut
income taxes for 65 million couples and
,individuals next year. But for most, it
won't offset a higher overall tax bite
from, inflation and increased Social
Security withholding.
_ A lout-member family earning
$20,000, for example, will get a $167
income tax cut under the $18.7 Lillian
=augurs Ceiteceesa passed- &eider -Hut
the effects of inflation pushing people
into higher brackets combined with
Social Securityotax increases which
begin Jan. 1 will cost that family $235 —
or $68 more than the tax cut.
The Senate passed the bill 72-3 and
the House 337-38.
Although there was no immediate
word from Carter whether he will sign
it, the compromise bill appears to meet
most of the objections he voiced against
earlier versions.
It would cut -individual income taxes
in 1979 by about $12.7 billion, reducer
business taxes by $3.6 Lillian, and give
investors a big break by cutting the
'capital-gains tax by a net $2.1 billion.
Miscellaneous reductions would cost
the treasury another $150 million.
"With what we had to work with (the
budget allowance for tax cuts) we
spread the joy around about as well as
bultV'Sen,Autiell15. Long, D•La.,_
told the Senate. _
_ Not everyone was happy-with the bill,
—..especiii11y.-.11opub1ioaos awl some
conservative Democrats who were
upset because conferees had dumped a
provision granting $164.5 billion in new
tax cuts from 1980 through 1983 if
federal spending is held down.
"We are sitting on our hands while
middle-income Americans are facing a
real tax increase" because of inflation
and the Social Security hikes, said Sen.
William -V. Roth, R-Del.
The individual tax cuts would be
reflected in reduced payroll income tax
withholding starting Jan. 1.
These cuts include across-the-board
reductions in rates; increasing the $750-
per-person exemption to $1,000; raising
the standard deductions from $2,200 to.
$2,400 for, single persons and from $3,200
and $3,400 for couples, and expanding
the earned-income credit for poor
working families, to a maximum of
6500. .
families under about $20,000 would get
enough tax cut to offset inflation and
Social Security increases..
Because of the structure of the tax
package, some persons in the $40,000
income 'range would come closer to
breaking even than would some at
• much lower levels.
The bill includes a liberalized, Once-
in-a-lifetime tax break for persons over
5fi 1401011 the home in which they have
lived for three of the last five years and
don't buy another costing at least as
- The first 14430,00 of procit 4rein
the sale would be tax exempt.
A person of any age who sells a home
and plows all the sales price into
another could continue to defer taxes on
the profits.
900,000 persons who wind up with an- The $2.1 billion net cut in the tax on all
nual incomes above $20,000, if single, or capital gains, which are profits from
about $25,000 for a couple would find a the sale of assets owned for a year or
portion of their unemployment benefita____Ionger, would affect about 5 percent of
taxed. the nation's taxpayers. It is aimed at
Generally only those single persons making investment in American
with incomes around $18,000 and business more attractive.
On the other_hand, the general in-
dividual credit — 935 per person or $160
Per family In most  — and Ina_
deduction allowed for state and local
gasoline taxes would be repealed.
And, for the first time, some
unemployment compensation would be
subject to taxation. An estimated
McBrayer Says He Will Make His
Race Plans Official In November
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer •
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Terry
McBrayer says he will announce as a
Democratic candidate for 'governor
Nov. 14, one week after the general
election; on the courthouse steps of
Greenup, 'his hometown..
In an interview, the 41-year-old
former state commerce commissioner
also said "there is a distinct
possibility" that Gov. Julian Carroll,
who presumably favors him as suc-
cessor, will not endorse him or anyoe 
else for the May WM' pritnitt y .
He said his entire campaign will be
conducted on a positive note without
criticism of opponents:
And MOBrayer said -he believes that
Local Woman
Injured In Fire
A county woman is in satisfactory
condition today with burns she
sustained while apparently trying to
start a fire in a fireplace Sunday.
According to a spokesman for
Murray-Calloway County Hospital the
woman, Mrs. Leonard Wood of KY
121N, sustained burns to her right leg
and right hand.
Meanwhile, volunteers with Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad contained a
fire around a chimney in the home of
Max Parks, Tom Taylor oad, off U.S.
641 south of Murray about noon today.
Cause of the blaze is unknown. The
fire burned some the interior area of
the home around the chimney.
The rescue squad spokesman said
today Mrs. Wood was apparently trying
to light a fire in a fireplace and con-
fused a quantity of gasoline for
keroscene. The spokesman said the
gasoline ignited, catching her garrnets
on fire and igniting furniture in the
room.
The fire department spokesman said
the blaze 'destroyed the living room of
the home. The house also had smoke
and water damage throughout, the
spokesman said. Eighteen volunteer
firefighters responded to the call which
came to squad headquarters about 9:14
a.m. Sunday, the spokesman said.
Firefighters also contained a blaze in
the mobile home of Robert Holland,
Route 4, Murray, about 6:30 p.m.
Sunday. Leaking gas caused that blaze,
the spokesman said. The mobile home
sustained minor water damage.
Two fire 4 in Murray, one Saturday
and one Sunday, left no damage to to
homes, a spokesman for Murray Fire
Department said today. The fire
Saturday occurred at the home of Betty
Caldwell, 1600 Sycamore, while the fire
Sunday happened at the home of
Christine Tabors at 1715 Keeneland.
Driving Exams
Are Postponed
The written driving examination will
not be given this Wednesday, according
to Circuit CoUrt Clerk Francis Shea. _
The'itelitticky State Police, who
administer the examinations, will he
ottandinoi-a-seiteiti- so •t•hot day- '77.
troopers°. will be in town Thursday.
however ye the actteij stlying,part.
Or the exam, according to Mrs. Shea
his most formidable opponent at the
moment is Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall
because of her name recognition after
decades in public office.
McBrayer, also a former legislator
and top aide to Carroll, said that he will
continue low-key campaign operations
until the congressional and Senate
races are over in Kentucky, adhering to
the party's stand that the governor's
contest should be kept in. the
background until it becomes the next
election.
.,41111.7400iounvistacement date is no
eated
come next montht
But his remark about Carroll's
neutrality was unexpected and in-
dicatet a strategy of separation from
the governor.
"I'm More interested In getting the
people of Kentucky for me," McBrayer
said. "I doubt that the governor will
endorse anyone, though I would want
him for me."
Asked if Kentuckians would believe
that Carroll really does not support
him, McBrayer said "I think a great
deal of that can be taken care of in our.
media campaign."
He said his campaign will not tie
keyed to a defense of the current ad-
ministration or on taking credit for i4
accomplishments.
"It's going to talk about me, my
accomplishments, my thoughts about
the future of the state," McBrayer said.
"I have not been the governor. I did not
set the policies."
McBrayer said "You have never read
a negative statement by me directed
toward any of the other candidates and
I'm not going to fight with them in the
future."
On the other hand, he said, "I won't
turn the other cheek, I'm too smart to
let them put me on the defensive."
Besides Mrs. Stovall, the announced
Democratic candidates for governor
include former Louisville Mayor
MHS Bands In
Weekend Festival
The Murray High School Band
competed this weekend in the Contest of
Champions in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
This contest is generally regarded as
one of the most competitive in the
South, according to Murray High band
director, James L. Light.
Thirty-two bands participated in the
preliminaries in the afternoon, and
eight -bands returned hi the finals that
night. The Murray High band returned
for the finals and finished fifth overall
in the contest.
Finithing ahead of Murray in the
finals were: Lexington Lafayette, first:
George Rogers Clarke, second; Meade
County, third; and McGavock High
School, fourth.
Light said' that he and Frank D. St-
web,- associate band director, and John -•
P. Goode. assistant band director';
wished to thank the Murray High
students and teaching staff, the band
parents and the people of Murray for
their support of the band on this trip.
Light also reminded Murray
residents that the bands annual. citruk.
Sale will begin Tuesday, Nov. 7.
The Murray High band will be
the 0as.....-..e-
Vt u•chi_ng contest on Oct. 28 at MdrrayAte University's goy  Syleart
V
Harvey Sloane and state Audit&
George Atkins. First District
Congressman Carroll Hubbard is a
potential candidate.
-They can argue with the governor
all they want to, but he ain't running,"
McBrayer said.
He said he believes the public "is
tired and worn out with griping,
bellyaching and mudslinging."
McBrayer said that Mrs. Stovall, who
also, _has- been campaigning only —gased restrictions on taxpayer-
covertly, is "far more" of a threat to financed abortions voted earlier by the
Among other votes in the closing
hours, the lawmakers:
—Completed action on an energy.
program gradually lifting federal price
controls from natural gas and giving
tax credits for home insulation and
solar energy. The program also calls
for taxes on gasoline-wasting cars.
—Passed a revamped Endangered
Species Act, giving the4 federal
government more leeway to decide
whether projects such as dams should
be halted because. they threaten
wildlife.
—Approved a watered-down version
'--af the Humphrey-Hawkins "full em-
ployment" bill spelling out 'goals for
cutting inflation and boosting em-
ployment. The bill creates no new
programs for meeting the goals.
imtaiktimataspiniiirmr- twooliogrtkentifrtaft
tributions to the party over the years."
He said he foresees the possibility of
one or more candidates dropping out
before next May for various reasons.
"I really can't determine which, but I
have heard a number of people say that
Atkins will run for lieutenant governor
on any number of combinations,"
McBrayer said. "If , anyone does, I
envision George doing so."
Atkins has been the most Vocal critic
of the administration and regards
McBrayer as its hand-picked can-
didate.
McBrayer said he does not plan to
slate any candidate for lieutenant
governor.
"I have six friends running for that
job and I don't like to choose among my
friends," he said.
McBrayer said that if elected he
plans to upgrade the post, no matter
who wins it, "to give the next lieutenant
governor substantive responsibilities."
The position was stripped of much of
its power in 1974 at the behest of then-
Lt. Gov. Carroll, who at the time
automatically was also Senate
president.
---lietgth, Education and Welfare.
—Sent to Carter -a bill restricting
loans and overdrafts by banks to their
officers and major stockholders —
legislation prompted by disclosures
about the financial affairs of former
Budget Director Bert Lance.
—Passed an administration-backed
bill giving airlines greater authority t9
compete by cutting fares and em-
barking on new routes without getting
the approval of the Civil Aeronautics
Board.
—Approved a compromise version of
a $10.1 billion public works bill Carter
had vetoed, eliminating six water
projects he said were wasteful or
damaging to the environment.
—Approved a $51 billion, four-year
program of federal aid for highways
and mass transit, which its backers
said had been scaled down sufficiently
to avoid a veto.
—Killed an administration-backed
sugar price support program. The
Senate had passed it, but opponents in
the House said it did too little for far-
mers.
Local Man Is Critical
After Wreck Sunday
A Kirksey man is in critical condition
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, today
after the vehicle he was driving „hit
head-on with another vehicle about five
miles south of Lynnville Sunday.
rA spokesman for Lourdes said today
the man, 40-year-old Bil,14 M. Bazzell is
in the intensive care unit of that
hospital with head injuries.
According to Kentucky State Police,
Bazzell was injured when the vehicle he
wtis driving collided head-on with a
vehicle driven by Leslie Hall, 45, Route
1, Dukedom, on KY 1382 some 4.7 miles
south of Lynnville near the Graves
County-Fulton County line.
A passonger in the Bazzell vehicle,
Ronnie Green, 20, was treated and
released at Community -Hospital,
Mayfield, while a passenger in the Hall
vehicle, 14-year-old Ricky Hall, also
Route 1, Dukedom, was admitted to
Hillview Hospital, Fulton.
State police said the accident, oc-
curred as both the Hall vehicle and
Bazzell vehicle "towed a hill" at the
same time and colrided. The accident
happened about 7:15 p.m. Sunday.
Parachute Team To Deliver "
MSU Homecoming Game Ball
A 10-man sports parachute team,
from the 101st Airborne Division at Ft.
Campbell will jump into Roy Stewart
Stadium to deliver the game ball for the
Homecoming Day football game on
Saturdays. Oct. 21.
• Members of the team will present the
football to officials at the 50-yard line
just prior to* the 2 p.m. kickoff of the
•-• genie between .the RaW§,, and East
Tennessee State University. - -
• It will mark the second straight year
k•stire-tiair--Sees en thervempos to
participate in Homecoming activities -
Arrangements  (Pr the ,,,Dtecision
parachute demonstration were made
by the ROTC detachment at Murray
State.
Maj. Biiilgrio Gonzales of the
Department of Military Science said'
the paracutists will jamp from an
altitude of about 14,000 feet and join
• hinds to form a Star before floating.
down into the stadium.
He added that they will hold the star
formation as they freefall for ap-
...sroltimatcly ppe Minikte belare ac
tEiating their chute 2.000 to 3,000
reei and beginning to guide for their
• deeignetaftergentwit Kerflestit.
Members of the jump team will also
_kids _Wg goeopc,uzing_Aarada
.begin at 9:30 a.m. Saturday.
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'Dealt
By Abigail Van Buren
A Rift-Over Gifts -
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter. 24, is being .married to a
29-year-old man who was married before_ iNo children., His
marriage lasted less than two years. This is 'our daughter's
first marriage.
The problem: Were giving our daughter a lovely church
.w edditig, The- groom's parents iwho are socially very-promi-
'nentl say they will attend, but they prefer not to send any of
their kiends or relatives invilatio-ns to the wedding. Their
reason: -Ali of our friends and relatives gave wedding
presents 14 our son just two years ago - and once is
enough.-
  hhy what Jum our daughter  Lo&wii.hi.he wedding gifts
hisi_first_ wife received? Ire you think the groom's parents 
hate tt_thittt to cut down on the number of lovely gifts our
daughter will receive just because her fiance was Married 
before?
ANAHEIM
. DEAR ANAHEIM: A wending invitation is a bid for one's
presence - not presents. But if Cie parents of the groom
choose not to send invitations for that -or any other
reason - it's their privilege.
DEAR ABBY: A girl -signed "Under Age and Over
Developed r wrote, "Whoever satd,fboys like good girls is
eraay!".
Well, she is dead wrong. I'm a 19-year-old male college
student, and when I go out with a girl, all I expect is good
company and nothing more. My problem is getti-e..; girls to
believe that there are a lot of guys like myself who are sav-
ing themselves for marriage. They think I'm weirder gay or
_living in the stone age.
III thought - That women were. good for sex-only I could
save myself a lot of time -and money by just picking up a
prostitute. Von\ get me e.,rong.' Abby: I'm not one of thine
holier-than-thou chararters.. I just don't want all the guilt
that goes with pre-marital sex. And I certainly don't need to
• risk getting VD or causing an accidental pregnancy.
Please keep telling girls land boysl to keep their stan-
dards high. I'm still old-fashioned enough to want the girl I
marr,y to be it and F hope that there are some girls out
there who appreciate the same kind of guy. Sign me...
STILL CLEAN AT NINETEEN" '"
DEAR STILL: There are. And thanks for a refreshing
Letter: •
- - DEAR ABBY: tarn a grown woman anti I'm-so-ashamed- of-
my problem I don't want to ask anybody else, so I'm turning
to you.
I am never sure -which fork or spoon to use when I atrial. a
f- ancy dinner:I usually wait to see which utensil the others




DEAR THIRTY: Please don't call :yourself "dumb." You
are smart enough to ask.
Follow this simple rule: 14 hen silver**, e is lined up on
either side of the plate, use the spoon lor fork) that is on the
outside (farthest from the platei first, and work toward the
• plate.
If you put off writing letters because you don't know
what to se'. get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For All Occasions." Send $I and a long, stamped 128 cents)
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
•:'
1.41 N cetera ctr
[Hqld  Over 





































"Teasers In Paris" (R)
and
"The Four of Us" (R)




Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jackson of Dover,, Tenn., will be
honored on their golden wedding anniversary with a
reception -at -the- First. Rawls( Church, Dover, Tenn_._on




Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Thomas Ingram are the
parents of a baby poy, Robert
Samuel, weighing eight
pcninds -three ounces,




The father is self employed
as a farther.
Grandparents-are Mrs.
Mary Ingram of Murray
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs.
Clovis Bazzell of Mtirray
Route One.
INGERSOLL BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Ingersoll
of Murray Route Three an-
nounce the birth of a baby boy.
Steven Michael, weighing
seven vow& twelve otuices,
measuring 20 inches, borgir
Monday, Oct. 2, at 9:31 p.mi at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The father is employed by




Hill. inthe old Model, Tenn., area, now in the Land Between
the-Likes. 
_
Mrs. Jackson was the former Sylvesta Hicks, daughter of
Mrs. Nancy Hicks of Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray, and the
late Delbert Hicks. Mr. Jackson is the son Of the late Mary
and Madison Jackson., and he is retired from the Tennessee
State Highway Department.
They have one son, Robert Stanley Jackson, Jr., of Pekin,
IU. Four of their children are deceased, The* atx grand-,
children are Jadonna, Robert, and-Wesley Allen, Ronnie and
Cindy Jackson, and Carla Jackson, all of Murray.
Only out of-town invitations are being sent, and all friends
love you need to be dealt with—
patiently.
Sunday, Oct. 15, at live a.m. at An embarrassing confessionand relatives of the couple are invited toattend this special AQUARIUS
, _ ,..... .,,,,the.--Murray-Calloway County from a friend will leave you (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) •••""',(44occasion.. - Hospital. upset. You'll be tempted to Steer clear of friends who
- 
. ` They have one son, Tommy, make a judgmeut_but instead. are overly -eonservative.
,
Prenuptia F'  Thisvents Are age seventeen. The father is offer support. is a good day for creativeself employed as a painter and GEMINI opportunity, the ea-.
• the mother iS on leave as a ( May 22 to June 21) traorciinary and the unusual.
first grade teacher at North
Mrs. Terry Lee Yarbrough,
the former Sherrie Ann
Starks, was complimented
_ with several events prior to
her recent wedding.
Held For Recent Bride Calloway Elementary School. way early, the way will be
clear for an evening of 
i Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Mrs, . Merle Andrus of YoU can't accomplish
daisies by the hostesses. They Dexter Roate One is a gran-.' relaxation. Social encounters, everything you have in mind.
also presented the mothers, dmother and Mrs. Mary will go well for singles. Choose the projects that have
Mrs. Gene Starks and Mrs. .Boggess of Murray is a step CANCER • aps z.......1 top priority, and you can deal
Gus Yarbrough, with corsages "grandmother. (June 22 to July 23) my s....0 with them effectively.
of white carnations. Don't be too pushy or YQU BORN TODAY spurn
Punch, cake, mints, and demanding., you will get your the mundane and seek to fill
nuts *ere served from a table BARNETT GIRL . way if you use your innate your life with excitement. You
overlaid with satin and white Mr. and Mrs John Barnett of charm and good humor and tend to be impulsive and are at
net accented with wine bows Murray Route Eight announce apply tact.
the birth of a baby girl, LEO 
your best when the odds are
and a centerpiece . of pink _flticz against you. You dare to do
roses and carnations flanked Amanda Marie, weighing six 
(July 24 to 'Aug. 23) Ufi the dangerous and seldom
by candles.
The women of the New
Concord Church of Christ
entertained with a coffee held
at the home of Mrs. Wendal
Allbritten.
Coffee, sausage balls.,
cookies, and pound cake were
served from a table decorated
with a white cloth trimmed
with lace and an arrangement
of white and yellow daisies.
The honoree opened her many
gifts-
A personal shower was
given at, the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank with Mrs.
Larry Bolen, Mrs. Roger
Leslie, and Miss Kim Starks
as hostesses. .
The honoree chose to wear a
tan dress and was presented
with a corsage of daisies.
Refreshments of finger
sandwiches, chips, dip, mints,
nuts, and Cokes were served
at the table centered with a
teranium of greenery.
A tea was held at the home
of Mrs. Paul Grogan with Mrs.
Joe Grogan and Mrs. Frankie
Harrell assisting as hostesses.
For the occasion the
honoree wore a wine and pink
flowered dress and was
presented a corsage of pink
Mrs.Jerry Starks, Miss Kim
Starks, Mrs. Pat Paschall,
and Mrs. Russell Lowery
entertained with a household
-shower held at the Community
Room of the Federal Savings
and Loan.
For the
(zr......iparpntc lire Yr  And
Mrs. James Lovell of Kerr-
ville, Tex., and Mrs. Anna
Vaughn of Madisonville.
BOGGESS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. James S.
are the parents 'Of , -
Boggess of DexterAellktne
-Amy Marie, weighing seven
pounds 1F-2 ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born on
.pounds 910 ounces, measuring
The honoree was the 19 inches, born on Tuesday,
reE.ipient otmany gifts. Oct. 3,' at the Community
Hospital,-Mayfield.
They have another
daughter, Melissa, age seven,
and one son, Michael, age five., --
The father is retired from the -
United States Air Force.
Grandmothers are Mrs.
Odell Barnett and Mrs. Ivie
Todd, both of Murray.
•
Thisisit dangfrons-time- fur1 TS—I-7'
personal relationships. A
hasty word could bring
arguments and make
reconciliation difficult, if not
impossible.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 2; to J
Your family willv.ANW0-.i. Don't lir
don't giv7rin Curb a tendency to get your







. For Weight LosS.
Q. Mr. P. B. has heard of
a company_ that gives Its
employees -financial
bonus for weight loss. He.
believes that such a pro-
gram helps motivate em-
ployees to keep their
weight near normal, and
that the program should be
adopted by other compa-
nies.
The program not only
improves the health of the
workers but also helps
them to work better. The
•
company may get better
returns from Its 
employ-res in-vrerlt liniStit hue
program may also reduce
absenteeism.
He _expelins, "The plan
is simple. Thedernployees•
who are overweight regis-
ter with the personnel de-
partment and are reward-
ed, so much per pound, for
their weight loss over a
year.'





FOR TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17 1978
What kind of day will Misplaced, and the sooner
ttietti* be7 Tolind out Whitt —Year. realize thisi-tbe-better:-
the stars say, read the '3AGITTAKIVS • —




( Mar. 21 to Apr. ZO)
Be ready for a phone call or
letter you can't ignore. Act on
this matter immediately.
gr,4
Apr. 21 to May 21) t-S
If you get work out of the pIscEs
You could be lucky in money experience fear. You are an
matters
investments. 
today. chanChgeec k 
Outmigh  and have a flair for the unique.
original, not a carbon copy
bring you good fortune. Self-confident and arAistic,
(VAlltur 24 to Sept.22) 
ti 
magnet. You could *ore in .
,p you attract others like a




"hlithavge yiture thineteresthrtti:n °sof owinnrts isinkgees:.
carefully made. Do what you Birthdate of: Rita Hayworth,
think is right. _actress ; Sterling Moss, auto
LIBRA racer:
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)211-r.1
A new friend could make a
dramatic change in your life
were presented to Mrs. Gene and lifestyle. Don't 
pass upirr
-Starks and Mrs. Gus Yar- Hold Meet; Lesson opportunities to mix, mingle




 the In September (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)nil (V
honoree.
Games were played with the The Wadesboro
winners presenting the Homemakers Club will meet
honoree with the prizes. She Wednesday, Oct. 18, at 1:30
opened her many gifts. p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Refreshments of nuts,- Clarence CulVer,
mints, cake, and punch were Mrs. Wayne Hardie,
served buffet style from the president, urges all members
table covered with a beige to attend.'
lace cloth and centered with a At the September meeting
floral arrangement and. held at the County Extension
candles. The centerpiece was Office Mrs. Baron Palmer
presented to the honoree after presented the lesson on "The
the shower. 1̀-1 'Look ofPall."
occasion the
honoree was presented with a
corsage of yellow daisies.
Corsages of white carnations
Dr. Koenecke Speaker At
Alpha Department Meeting
Guest speaker at the potluck
luncheon held by the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club on Saturday,
Sept. 30, at twelve noon at the




Koenecke of the home
economics department of
Murray State University.
Dr. Koenecke delighted the
group with recipes and a
discussion of foods, from
various. countries. She also
prepared two foreign dishes
*for the lunch, and gave each
welcomed the new and old
members. The group voted-to
let the hostesses decide each
month as to the food served.
Mrs. Donald Keller and
Mrs. Bethel Richardson of the
Advisory Council of the club
spoke concerning the new
rules and procedure at the
club house since a hostess is
not employed there now.
Prior to the potluck lun-
cheon the i,rwocation was
given by Mrs. Igue Overby.
Hostesses were Mrs. John
Nance, Mrs. Rue "Overby,
Miss Frances Whitnell, Mrs.
Joe Nell Rayburn, Dr. Nalene
\Asher, and Dr. Hatcher. The
tables were decorated with
autumn flowers and leaves.
.1 1.17W1,1 1,M1
• -GUESTS HERE -
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Work-
man of Houston, Ohini, and his
daughter, Mrs. Bob (Teresa
Marie) Lowthorp of Bishop
Calif.,. left Friday after beingsae wawa- 
Th.eknesta•of their firtotiwi-In-




of the Area Homemakers Day
on Oct. 26 at Murray State
University, and of the October
craft lesson on "Making Silk
Flowers" at the Red House of
Crafts.
The hostess, Mrs. Baron
Palmer, served refreshments
to Mesdames Max Hurt,
Clarence Culver, Lowell
Palnier, Gladys Michell,
Gusto Conner, Wess Fulton;





• MAUI ng r ra,7eTs"• •
__Os*
4
Lana Lasater, Worthy ad-
'isor, and Barbara Wincison,
mother advisor, presided at
the meeting of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls • held
Tuesday, Oct. 3, at seven p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Other members present
were Trjsha . Clark, Vickey_
Weatherford, Clarissa Thorn,
Angie Thweatt, Lee Stacey,
and Michelle Cook. -
Also present were Marilyn
Weatherford, Joe Lasater,
and fienr•• *dd._
" trhattc,;(tiiPiK,„astrri-hsrp., 4)e.Stort, t tf; lodge hall,
and their brother Raymond P.m' atway 121 North at oetetrery._presititir nynt Wkorkinan aniMrs. Woriunan_itrbertganiknett J_
The chairman, Dr. Milked
Suspicions you've been
harboring about a friend are
well founded. Trust has been
toward excess weight loss
ort=Uti_ employer deserves
interest of th-lte e-mSr3148er in
the health and welfare of
his employees.
It is likely that other
•c-ompanies have been us-
ing similar programs for
several years.- -
In a recent issue of the
President's Council on
PhSstcar Flthe-ss and
Sports Newsletter, a 'short
story described such a pro-
gram at Interrnati, Inc
an Illinois company whic
manufactures heaters.
Workers who are 15 pounds
or more overweight .qtal-
ify for participation in the
program and are offered $4
for each pound of -body




qualified. They lost over
three tong Jaf....0x.cess.- fat,
and the company paid out
"rewp.rds" totaling
$18,000.
The president of Inter-
rnatic Inc., Jim Miller,
noted that the program
saves money the long
•
inked to Many diseases."
The health and educa-
tional benefits of such a
pcogram are obvious and
likely carry over into other
forms . of disease preven-
tion, such as proper dieting
and exercise. The_preasare
of peer knowledge of the
weight control program 'is
also influencial under such
circumstances.
It is important to note
that the bonus is not paid
until a year after starting
the program. The longer
the weight is kept off, the
more likely it will remain
near normal for an ex-
tended period. Good habits




Mrs. Dorothy Burkeert, 314
Irvan, Murray, has been -,a
patient at the Vanderbilt
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Homer Chester of Kirlcse
has been dismissed froni
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Free For The Asking!
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE






5 4" to 60" Wide
yalue
Wool & Wool Blends
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Monday, October 16 .
__ Singles Group will meet at Inupanuel Lutheran cherch
...7:30 pin. at the First United Lathes will meet at 4.:a0t a.m.
Methodist Church: in the crnsizeklounge.
Caster School PTA will meet
P.us-wltPi an open
house to be held from 7:15 to
8 700 p. rti. •
Hi-Y.and-Tri-Alpha Clubs of
Murray High School will




Citizens will meet in Room
240, Special Education
Building,- Murray Stale, at
7:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at the Immanuel
Latheran Church at 7:15 p.m.
Call 759-1792 or 753-9261 for
information.
, Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
NOrA &veath and Olive
Streets. 9-"
Wednesday, October la
New Concord, Hamlin, and
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have a joint potluck outing at
Parts Landing State Park at.
twelve noon. For information
  .11 tiro:136C meet aTIMI:1111-1Ta The Dexter 
.a 
Community Center.
Ellis Center will' be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior „Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m.,' bazaar com-
mittee meeting at 10:30 a.m.,
- lunch at noon, and band-
practice at one p.m.
Activities for Senior Citizens
will be from six to nine p.m. at
Ellis Center. Call 753-0929 by
three p.m. for transportation.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Bluegrals State CB Club
will meet at the lodge hall on
the court square at seven p.m.
Theta Department Of
Murray Woman's Club will
.-saineetdat 7:30. p.m.aothe club
hou.0 with Maxine Scott,
Wilma Beatty, and Martha
Guier as hostesses.
` Black Advisory Council of
Murray State will have a
-dating game at seven p.m. at
Music Department Ol the
MFray Woman's Club will
have -in- open. miseting--sit-the-
club house at 7:30 p.m.
Shrine Ladies Sewing Group
will meet at the home of Mrs.
William Moffett at ten a.m.
Ducks Unlimited will meet
at the University Branch of
_the Bank of Murray at seven
p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Student _ Center Auditorimp_
and skating party at Murray_ Philosophy colloquium
Roller Rink at ten. p.m. - which "The Logic cif, True," a
paper by... Dr. R. Wayne
Sheeks, will be presented and
discussed will be in Room 500,
Faculty Hall. Murray State, at
three p.m. Admission is free.
Murral, Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall, Highway 121
North.
Tuesday, October 17
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at 7:30
p.m.
, Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m.
Candid Camera host Allen
Funt will be presented by the
Student Government
Association at eight p.m. in
Student Center Beshear gym.
Bazaar workshop will be
held at the First Presbyterian
Church at seven p.m.
borccts Class ISiMpring
Installs Officers At Luncheon
,The Dorcas Sunday Schoel
Class of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church met in the
recreational hall of the church
on Wednesday, Oct. .4, for a
covered dish lunchetin with
fourteen members and three
7 guests present.
t Elected as class officers for
r, the church year 1978P79 were
t the following:
Gladys Williamson,





- Virginia Baker, secretary;
Kathleen Paschall, assistant
; secretary; Thelma Griffin,
telethon; Ruth Paschall,
children's home; Leeta Hall,
cards; Mary Ruth Futrell and
Ocean Hughes, gifts and
flowers; Vermeil Key, Hera
Wells, Arie Wilkinson, and
Corinne Wilson, social com-
mittee.
Plans for the annual
Christmas party were
discussed, and the social
committee was delegated to
make tentative plans and
report on places and dates
available. It was suggested
that the Lydian Class be
contacted in regard to both
classes meeting at the same
time and place for the
Christmas dinner.












Pearled hnneie.* chicken 6MA Iron streedeeetutto
1-fam Steak on Rye
4 generous POMO,' 11( reister llf ham end OK, 01 'inns cheese bib ft,
0„, soup 05 the dor
WEIGHT-WATCHERS 1.11NCHEONtSPEciitt
0, lt,here on, 1, hall rolls
;flair' Aresse and a (up 0/ tow,
$295
Fish & Chips .. . ...... $1 85
Tenth., ,,,h 1044, p,,4eye (Pd ( (1,0  and Is...spumes .44 ittar Souse
The Best.Hamburger.in Town • .$1.75
A sot, b (path!, PebObei ot deist Ob I pc/Fnn seed huff SuN, InsIbert ,5/1 /mai hoes
Neese adder/ 4r no mP pen, ,ers,..“
-., 7 Spaghetti - Lovers Delight . .$2.95
f(lPfb•li ..111 toe f Is f homemade mrear WO( and-a-
ulael Irons out farm., salad ha,
OUR FAMOUS SALAD BAR, ALWAYS A FAVORITE
A nu-al on thell ()NI?' $2.25.
9 French Dip $2.25'
HOT Iltb,f p.pe oVIPn 14.551 Mead wob orai
WE OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 1.7:00 EVERY OAY
v,1;t„,„„„, ierol 4-tea/ pedlar," 1144 is n6




Informal coffee for parents
of students at Murray High
School will be at ten. a.m. at
the high school.
Bowling for Tau ."-Plok
Lambda Sorority will be at
Corvette pines at seven p.m.
r • - •
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at the
home of Dr. Helene Visher at
two p.m. with Dr. Harvey
Elder as speaker.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of




$.1 INNING ENTRIES — Antra Mary Adams. left holds her first place winning oil pain-
ting of the Old Lynn Grove mill and her third place charcoal drawing of Titu, in the con-
test h..Id at the meeting of the first District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs
held at Kentucky Dam Village State Park. On the right is Rosanna Miller holding her fir-
st place winning entry of crewel embroiders,. Other first place entries were latchook
' rug by Lois Kaller, not picturelt crosstilch quilt by Betty Beaman, and needlepoint wall
- -hanging bv Virginia Crihfielri 4-eioii'd place entries -were pillows by lois Spark and
13-owling tor Sentora121218— Edith Cariiscin and patchwork quilt by Ilnanthy, McKt.azie;_other_thirti_place_entries
will be at Corvette Lanes at were_water color scene by Betty Scott and pillow by Eva Hopkins.
1:30 p.m.
urray C ub Has Winningat Oaks Country
Ladies day luncheon isscheduledM 1
Club with Polly Seale, 753-
7410, and Agnes Watson, 753-




will meet for luncheon et. the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
as a part of National Business
Women's Week.
Musician Dave Rudolf will
be presented tree concert at





20-Grand-Essence Disco, a '
Black Advisory Council
tivity, will start at nine p.m. at
Beshear Gym, Student Center,..
Y . •
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
meet for dinner in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Janelle Doyle Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet in the church parlor at
9:30 a.m.
First United Methodist
Church Men will have their
dinner meeting at the church
at 6:30 p.m. with Mike Gunter








The Murray Woman's Club
had five first place winning
entries' in the Needlework and
Art Exhibits at the meeting of
the First District of the
Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs held Thur-
sday, Oct. 12, at Henry Ward
Lodge, Kentucky Dam State
Winning first place were
Lois-Keller, Creative Arts and
Sigma Departments, for
latchhook rug; Rosanna
Miller, Garden, crewel pic-
ture; Virginia Crihfield,
Creative Arts, needlepoint
wall hanging; Anna Mary
Adams, Creative—Arts; all
painting of old Lynn Grove




McKenzie, Creative Arts and
Alpha, patchwork quilt; Edith
• Garrison, Creration Awns,
needlepoinl pillow;• Lois
Sparks, Creative Arts, novelty
pillow.
Placing third place were
Betty Scott, Zeta, water color;
Anna Mary ,Adams, Creative
Arts, charcoal drawing of





By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS ::;:;:;:i:,:•:•:•:•:4 •:•:•:•:•:*:
sprouts months ahead, know
Just how to handle each one
They can't use a haphazard
method, such as we gar-
deners have in planning our
own gardens.'
But preparation for us
usually means the difference
between success and failure
If you IX planning to set out
new shrubs this month,
please do dig the hole deep
enough and wide enough. This
is half the battle. Then with
good soil, compost or peat
moss to keep the soil loose,
you can be sure that the plant
will have the best chance you
can give it.
There is such satisfaction in
knowing you have done your
best. There is an old saying
that it is much better to put a
five dollar, plant in a ten
dollar hole than to put a ten
dollar plant in a five dollar
hOle. So let's do all we car




Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
' HOSPITAI]ii-ATIENT
Harvey McNeal Of Murr
has been dismissed fri •
Lourdes Hospital, Paaucah
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Keys Keel of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Angefood cake Is delicious
charge So' /he use Of 'h. /00M, but we.cla require that you eat planning has to be done on the served with a sauce made with
ron-Orebowie ...error arm ra1erive-teeeP1-41440111tueele frcekttr' part of f Mitt -winr maw-a -- larrffet1 Mgr
fors.t.ngs normal -lip for stub wows., I. is th,* meal Tip business of selling seasonal sugar, cornstarch", watir and
..hnot-inciuded in the nr.erp of ihs mooi plants They must set out tiny lemon juice.
•
Hope all of you have your
potted plants in a protected
place. We have not had frost
_ yet, but it could show almost
any day. Unless there is a
heavy frost, plants will be
-- safe usually if they are in a
carport or screened porch
But don't wait too long. It is
heartbreaking to carry a
plant all through the summer
and then to have the frost
catch it. Don't despair if most
of the leaves come off. Don't
put them close to a hot air
register, for the change in
temperature could really
damage it to the extent that it
could not recover.
We are now entering in the
gardener's rest period. No
lawn to mow, no weeds to
pull, no hoeing to be done. The
only outside chore that is
imperative, is to see that
every shrub is Well mulched.
Rotted leaves placed around
each one will raise the un-
derground temperature
several degrees. And it im-
proves the looks of the yard
as well The cooler Weather is
starting off with the, ground
very dry I still hope we will
have a good soaking rain
before the first freeze. This
has been a hard summer on
all growing things and if we
have another severe winter,
we may have a• big loss.
Nurserymen are already
preparing for the winter
season One grower said he
had several hundred Poin-
settias growing and by
regulating the light and
moisture, he will have blooms
just right for Christmas. I
never realized how much
Other Murray members and
their department mem-
berships having entries in the
contests were Alice Koenecke,
Delta; Dorothy Jennings,
Home; Birdie Gingles,
Garden; Jean Cloar, Theta;
Irma La Follette, Alpha,
Home, and Music; Becky Jo
Jones, Music; Kay Carman,
Music; Robbie Harrison,
Home; Alexa Starks, Theta.
Oneida Boyd, see-Ond vice-
president of the Murray club,
coordinated the contest en-
tries for the district show. She
expressed her thanks and
appreciation to each- of the
dub members who cooperated
by entering items in the
contest. The first place entries
will be entered in the state
contest at Lexington in April.
Guest speaker for the
district meeting was Miss
PatricJ. Lee, president of
thw laawinataaavaaarrasara. at
Womatra*Clubs, who spoke on
"United In Concern."
Mrs. Thomas A. Poore,
district governor, Presided;
and Irma La Follette, Mui-ray,
past district governor, was
parliamentarian. Mrs. Donald
Jones, president of the
Murray Woman's Club, gave
the response to the welcome
by Mrs. Lynn Northcott,
president of the Benton
Woman's Club.
Special music 'was by the
Benton First Baptist Church
-Trio: The &strict-is composed
of twenty-one clubs.
Others attending from the
,Murray club were Cecelia
Brock, first vice-president,
Cloia Campbell, chairtnan .of
the Theta Department, Louise
Swann, chairman of the Delta
Department, and Betty
Lowry, chairman of the Music
Department, past district







Salmon Puffs New Potatoes
Stewed Totnitoes - Salad
Cheese Crackers
SALMON PUFFS






3 tablespoons fine dry
bread crumbs
Salt and pepper to taste
In a medium mixing -bowl
beat eggs slightly. Add remain-
ing' ingredients, and mix welt
with a fork. Turn into 3 well.
buttered custard cups; tightly
cover each With foil. Place on a
rack in a saucepot; pour
enough boiling water into the
pot to reach halfway up cups.
Bring water to a boil; cover
saucepot; keep water boiling
gently until puffs are firm and
a cake tester inserted in the
center comes out clean — 20
minutes. Remove foil; loosen
edges and turn out. Makes 3
servings.
Heattlii-wise
By Marylou Blosser, RN.
Parenthood
The role of a father is a
wonderful one! The days of
the aloof male: who conde
bc.e.pds to_buld, char yuu,a,g unit 
for a few minutes after he is
fed ... and dry, Are long gone.
Today's father is involved
with all the care of the baby,
partly to help his wife and
new mother with the tasks of
intaar care, but most import-
ant to let • the infant know
that he has two parents, both,
u.twhum.lovehintJalints at a
very young age are quick to
sense any rejection or frustra-
tion experienced by the new
parents. - •
Intelligent preparation for
parenthood can come through
reading and by attending--
Parent-to-Be classes, which
are held by many hospitals: in
. many cities there are,g.eturea_-_
on child growth and develop-
ment..family Jiving, and per-
- sonal ad...i.udments t.o ehilick
—rearing:— . •
Being—a- -good- parent r 4'e
quires knowledge of the in-
esate.a0e3usat:s--aeswis- muA • Skill in
meeting these needs and most
important of all, letting 'the
child know he is dearly .loved
and wanted. Guidance from
the family doctor, together
with other qualified persons,
assist parents in successfully
learning care of their infant.
Early _in life. the ,infant can
learn some TA the lessons of
living. Discipline can be intro-
duced into child-rearing At an
early stage, making life much
more comfortable for child ...
and parent.. A child can be
spoiled by lack of or inconsist-
ency in discipline. Some 'form
of discipline is needed- in- all
ages of childhood, whether it
is in the area of diet, exercise,
lleep, work, play or dealing
with the many facets of inter-
personal relationships. Disci-
pline should be directed
3 es
toward- helping the Want
develop self-integrity. -
A loving, caring 'and sup-
portive mother and 'father
helps a baby to become an
Individual with the right to be
hirnsalf. A baby can be taught
the skills of everyday living.-
- and how to accept therestric-
tions tbat are necessary to
live in our preseant, world.
At every stage of an in-
fant's development, -the par-
ents' actions, attitudes and
love affects the child's emo-
tional  outlook and behavior.
A few important factors for -
the new parents to remem-
ber:
Exercise Can Mak
How much exercise do
you get' If you're typical of
most Americans, it's•probably
not enough.
are We a nation op wtitels.
We ride to work ,-sClrotoriffilp-
ping and-even to the corner
newsstand to pick up the
evening papet,
- While no regular exel•-tise
peognixo sissokel ever ism
taken wiehout first checking
with your .family physician,
most of us can add more exer-
cise to our lives with little
effort.
Carl Hines, M.,D., CNA
Insurance medical director,
conterAlb that in this auto-
mobile age we often ovsrlook
a• simple, stimulating ejtercise
that is a tonic to both
mind and body. It's called
"walking".
Walking, he says, is a good
body conditioner Using nearly
every muscle. 'And walking is
an excellent way to relieve
nervous tension.
Running, swimming, bi-
cycling, handball and basket-
ball also provide good ex-
ercise.
Dr. Hines says some sports
such as golf, bowling, horse-
L An infant rreeds
.
 to de-
velop trust in his environ-
ment. All the things loving
parents do, the caring, feed-
ing, cuddling, are ways the
infant feels trust that the .
world around him will be
hiring and kind.
.2-....Communtratiors to an in-
fant .is being held, rocked,
talked to, touched often. The
tone of the parent's voice is
very important. Be calm with
your infant. Being relaxed
helps you as well as your
child.
Parenthood is a wonderful
gift, a modifier of the parent's
personality, a very happy ad-
'venture, and a challenge to .
the energies of both parent
and child. Most of all, it is a
highly satisfying experience.
e You Feet better
back riding, fishing Ind sailing
Offer limited exercise value.
Many medical experts re, .
commend calisthenic* to in-
crease c6ordinatiOn.flexibility
and to tone up muscles.
. And, don't forget numer-
ous day-to-day activities a-
round the home — cleaning,
washing windows, painting
peovois aritloOt ILSEC.14.*A Word t Caution
Dr. Hines warns you should
stop exercising immediately if
you experience extreme fa-
tigue, tightness or pain in the
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and FANTASTIC is The
word for the difference in
our Sanitone drycleaning!
See, feel. and ENJOY the






Bring any number. You must present this coupon
when you bring your cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
4 Coupon Good
Thru Oct. 31. 1978
COUPON SAVINGS
2 Pc. Men's Suits
1
1
'Bring any number. You Must present WS coupon It
when you bring your cleaning to Boone's Cleaners. LI
- Coupon Good i
I






Bring ony number. You must present this coupon
when you bring,your cleaning to Boone's Cleaner
,Coupon Good
... 
Thc-if Oct. 31, 1978
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS









Backers of the Frptul Rights morew
Amendment now will have
nearly four more years to push
through balky state
legislatures • the simple idea
that men and women should
have equal rights 'before the
law.
Without FDiday's Senate ap-
proval of a time extension for
State- ratification,- ERA -Would
lave died next March 27- the
--day a seven-year time limit-im--
2osed by Congress for state
ratificatton-nplres: Only -3z) o
the required 38 states have ap-
proved the amendment.
The new "deadline" is June
30, 1982.
We supported ERA when it.
was passed by Congress in 1972
. and_we support IL still, but
frankly we're a bit n-
comfortable With the idea of a
time extension. By one set of
Et;Ooks, only three more states
:need.ratify the amendment for
7:ft to become the law of the land:
1But wait. Three states have
Noted to rescind their
-ratification. That's an action of
;doubtful legality, but one that
.?ias-never been squarely tested
in the courts. It may well be
that six more states must ratify
:ERA. It seems certain the
--;Supreme Court must ultimately
:decide. The issue of the un-
irecedentea,ti_me extension
may muddy. the question even
!Agree Or Not
We reluctantly supported the
ERA extension, provided that
slate - which had previously ap-
proved the amendment could
rescind that approval during
the extension time period. That
seemed only fair.
We do agree with ERA sup-
porters who claim that op-
ponents have mucked up the
ERA issue with all sorts of dog
and -cat :arguments. red _ _










At any rate, the/issue will
remain aliVe at thts1 state level
for ,several more :years. We
devoutly hope there is,no need"
,,for any more extensions.
STU
/42 1111112:1.`:. ..1F,sr;r revseo.-.. 
NorqiNG
ESSfltVGn








FRANKFORT - Recent revelations
about state personal service contracts
and purohase contracts leave a lot to be
clered in the way they have been
handled in the Finance Department and
other state agencies.
However, it should be said that the
present administration isn't the only
one where questionable practices have
been used. It happened' during the
adininistrations of Gov. Wendell Ford.
and Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
The most recent is the $20,000
overpayment for trucks to a Central
City Automobile firm. The deal was
handled through Howard 'Woodall of
Paducah.. The automobile firm has
-agreed to repay the state after it was
revealed that an adjustment for a firm
bid had been made by „Ford Motor
Company and the extra 120,000 plus
paid by the state amounted to a double
payment of this amount.
A legislative subcommittee last week
Approved a contract with SUA, a Los
Angeles consulting firm for $559,500
after a cost overrun •"cushion" of
$219,500 had been removed. Gov.
CZrroll said he didn't know about the
ctintract when it was first revealed.
More personal service contracts have
been issued by the Carroll ad-
rainistration than any of his
predecessors. These contracts go
principally to lawyeos, doctors, ac-
countants-and other professions where
tickling is frowned upon as a violation
of professional ethics.
The $219,500 cushion was explained
tto the Finance Department as a
method to provide for unforseen work
that might develop during the term of
tke contract. It would prevent having to
go through another contractoprocedure
If more work were needed.
This causes the average citizen to
wonder if the consulting firm wouldn't
have found some way to get the extra
money knowing that it had ben.
provided in the original contract.
The controversial hairlift contract
at ('u5berland .Falls was cancelled
after it was questioned. This happened
during the Ford administration, and the
state had to reimburse the contractor
fbr his outlay costs in the beginning
ciinstructiari Ford said he didn't
kfriow anything about the contract and
beamed it on the Parks Department at
the time
• Such revelations as these-are botind
to raise the eyeboovo 'of many
thoughtful citiOans amass Kentucky
-and mune them/ft wonder how nnuiy
Witt- OtitiLaileo sal Jima* tan Jams
made that have not been made public.
There is a certain amount oT human
• - ,
error to be expected in all business and
government but when some agency
questions the handling of ao contract, or
extra payment, as the Transportation
Department clid on the truck deal, then
the public has a right to become
skeptical when orders are given to pay
the bill anyway. 
It is only human nature for any atige
administration to deal with its political
friends instead of somebody else, but
when thousands of dollars in overruns
come up; the public has a` right to
question such action.
Taxpayers don't like paying an ad-
ditional five or ten per cent in pur-
chases when the same goods could be




WASHINGTON - The first break for
President Carter's new "small steps"
policy on wooing anti-Sadat Arabs to his
Mideast peace plan came Sept. 29 when
the ftvay was finally cleared for
Congress to give Syria, leading the
Arab resistance to the Camp David
accords, $90 million in non-military aid.
The entire aid package for Syria had
been thoughtlessly dumped from the
House version of .the aid bill months
ago. The extraordinary reversal by the
House conferees after Camp David
resulted from _hours of telephone calls
to House members by Mr. Carter's
aides, led by national security adviser
Zbigniew Brzeoinski. Here was the first
suecess for the -small Steps" policy.
With Mr. Carter's plan for peace in
the Arab-populated, Israeli-controlled
West Bank and Gaza hanging on Arab
willingness to cooperate, such snail
steps mark the limit of presidential
room for maneuver to keep/the-nen-
Egyptian part of his peace deal from
collapsing. But it may be enough
Syria's President Hatez Assad is
chief architect of an anti-Egyptian
front to isolate President Anwar Sadat
for making a separate peace. Giving
him the full U. S. aid will not change
Assad's mind overnight. But it is Mr.
Carter's way of sending his message to
skeptical Arab leaders: the U.S. did not
convene the Camp David summit to'
underwrite a separate peace; the U. S.
will not permit Israeli Prime Minister
Menahem Begin to sabotage the West
Bank and Gaza agreements.
Similar stroking, mixed with U.S.
muscle, is being applied backstage to
• Jordan's King Hussein and, most im-
portant, to Saudi Arabia.. Carter aides
are really more concerned about Saudi
reactions than they admit. "The Saudis
are absolutely crucial," one top adviser
told us, "and they haven't given us the
slightest signal of coming aboard."
The heart of Jimmy Carter's dif-





NEW YORK (AP) -- Americans in numbers is unpleasant to view:
-1447 had instalknent debts equal to 3.26
percent of personal income, or a little A population either forced or anxious to
more then $30 for each $1,000 earned, do things now and pay later: The
....Airty years later the ratio was about government, to give benefits, business
$131 per thousand. to expand or pay for environmental
That's just installent debts the kind demands, tend individuals to live well,
that are gradually repaid or perhaps or just survive.
not repaid in monthly units.
Throw in home mortgage and other A cheapening of the dollar; or, in other
debt and the total equals 70 percent or words, inflation.
so of perional income. And in many
households more-than 100 percent.
Individuals were not alone in running
up debt. In 1947, the federal govern-
ment had $258 billion of unpaid 'bills. At
the end of fiscal 1976, it had climbed to
$860 billion and, of course, was still
rising
Business joined in. Although Amerfca
ovals built with equity - people saving
money and investing - corporations
have been borrowing to finance ex-
pansion, and of late at a sharPly rising
rate
Business Week magazine notes that
in just the past three years covporate.
debt has grown 38 percent, and now
totals more than $1 trillion. In 1947,-the
total was about $100 billion.
While the picture is one streaked with
flaming red, it is true that much of
debt is backed by substantial assets
such as homeO And it isalso tin* Wet —7-daY tit rieViinTirg rventua y I;
Rising interest rates.
In 1947, the prime interest rate, the
very lowest rate that big banks quote to
their very best customers, was 1.5
percent. As recently as January 1972 it
wag only 4.75 percent. But now it is
around, 10.
' Rising interest rates are supposed to
curtail such borrowing, and G. William
Miller, chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board, is among those who
believes this most strongly. But
borrowing continues
It continues because the governments
- state and local as well as federal --
overspend their budgets. Because
business can't get money in the stock
market these days Because people
need houses to live in.






Ii%Roo land Es am- anti
Arab world lies in Israeli politics. Begin
barely squeezed out a one-vote
• majority in his own hard-line Herut
party when the Israeli parliament'
overwhelmingly approved the Israeli-
Egyptian peace agreement.
To achieve even that razor-edge
Margin, Begin. angrily disavowed a
public pledge by Mr. Carter that no new
Jewish settlement would. be con-
structed on the West Bank during
negotiations for a West Bank-Gaza
settlement. After that vote, Israeli
supporters in Congress insisted that if
Begin had not been able' te win the-
support of the Herut party, he would
have resigned as prime minister,
throwing Israel into political crisis.
Both the U. S. and Israel now agree to
disagree on the explosive settlements
issue, which is the Arab litmus test of
U. S. intentions on the West Bank. Mr.
Carter does not yet dare to force the
iisue over settlements with Begin for
fear of undermining the prime minister
at home. But until the Arab world is
certain that Israel will be forced to stop
colonizing the West Bank, the. _
cooperation of Jordan and West Bank •
Arab leaders remains doubtful.
Accordingly, Mr. Carter's switch
from the grand stage of Camp David to
an undramatic policy of "small steps"
isihe only way open to him for now. But
as the Israeli-Egyptian peace process
moves along, there inevitably will be a
,•
showdown over new settlements. In
that showdown, the president will have
powerful cards to play.
Chief of these is the transformed
_inood in Congress, particularly within
the potent Israeli bloc. Begin has never
been popular with the American-Jewish
community, and the Camp David
Agreements did not change that.
Rather, a surprising sentiment has
emerged that is in total conflict with
Begin's Biblical claims-to the West
Bank.
Israel's supporters in Congress have
carefully avoided taking public sides in
the bitter Carter- Begin dispute over
who said what at Camp David about
new settlements. But the word has been
passed privately to the president that
when the settlements showdown comes,
he will have full political backing on
• Capitol Hill -•- long the protector of
Lorael's interests whenever a president
applied pressure on the Israeli
government.
The showdown will be delayed until
• Israel and Egypt are well along the
road to their separate peace and the
rest of the Arab world faces the reality
of that .sweeping transformation of
Middle East politics. Soothing the Arab
world with small steps until he can
safely come to terms on new set-
tlements is Mr. Carter's only course,
but so far it seems to be working well.
Letter To The Editor
Against 'Pornography'
Dear Editor:
As concerned parents, citizens and
most of all as concerned Christians we
feel that it is time for us to unite in an
effort to rid our community of the in-
fluence of obscene movies and
literature. We undoubtedly will be
accused of forcing our moral standards
on people who wish to view such
materials. However we feel the results
of these obscene materials have con-
tributed and are contributing to the
increase in sexual problems such aO
teenage pregnancy, adultery! veneral
disease, rape, homosexuality, and
numerous other mental, physical, and
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger . & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington, -
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. _Home
addresses of state legisloprs
seeving Calloway Countpire: '
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7officialgizty, the country_ urilictleikiL,_ 42.1.— _
rititgairiempbaskimovem..—aop,_thwava.T.,4144-ove•wiyirefg*.on----Itit
figures o whether it stops gradually or with a Murray, Ky. 42071 •Sti 
ree




The problem of establishing *hat is
considered pornographic has for years
been a perplexing question in_ the
courtroom. Rather than establishing
specific standards for the country as a
whole, the Supreme Court has left it to
the community to establish the
prevailing community standards on
what is considered to be pornographic
in nature. As of yet the city of Murray
has never had a case to establish our
community standards. At the present
moment magazines (Hustler) are
available in local businesses that have
been labeled pornographic in such
cities as Memphis, Tenn. and Cin-
cinatti, Ohio.
We believe that our community has a
high level of moral integrity and are
concerned about the environment in
which we live and raise our children.
Let us ban together and let the mer-
chants that carry such material and
community leaders know how we feel,
If anyone would like more in-
formation or if you would like a
presentation for a group, write Mark
Randall P.O. Box 1013 Murray, Ky.
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The Murray lodger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Chruit-
Mali Day, New Year. Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc. 103 N 4th St.
Murray. Ity 42P11 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray. Ky 420i1
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News and Sport, I rept
10 Years Ago
Representatives of more than 175
colleges and universities will par-
ticipate in the inauguration on Oct. 21 of
Dr. Harry M. Sparks as the fifth
president of Murray State University.
rk part at, _teacjude
. ors. Ora B. Sanders, Nor-
man Coursey,and Frank Narracci.
Officers of the newly organized
Calloway County Republican Women's'
Club are Mrs. Christine Rhodes, Mrs.
Kay Beasley, Mrs. Linda Kelly, Mrs. -
Evelyn V. Smith, and Mrs. Stil Burris.
As a special civic project the TWA
Department of the Murray Woman's
ClUb is testing the hearing of all third
grade students in the Murray City and
the Calloway County Schools.
Dr. Harry Conley, assistant professor,
of chemistry, at Murray State
Uoiv ern it y, wfli-bethe featured
at the meeting of the Kentucky lake
Section of the American Chemical
Society at Ken Bar Inn on Oct. 16.
.20-Years Ago
Dan Jones, it year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. G. B. Jones, has been selected by
The Ledger & Times as its most out-
standing nawspapsr cantor far the past
Deaths reported include Felix Bailey,
age 78.
Marshall Garland is serving with the
Armed Forces in Anchorage, Alaska.
His wife, the former Beverly Stout, left
Ot. 10 to join him in Anchorage.
Venela Sexton of the Murray Unit of
the National Hairdressers was elected
as state trustee at the meeting of the
board of the Kentucky Hairdressers
held at Lexington. Kathryn Lax from
the Murray unit also attended the
meeting.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Farewell To Arms" starring Rock
Hudson, Jennifer Jones, and Vittorio
uroica.
30 Years Ago
A survey of the popcorn market in
Murray revealed that there is plenty of
activity despite the stand _taken by
growers at the Oct. 12th meeting to
withhold popcorn from the market due
to the low prices.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Minnie
Ann Neal, age 63.
Parker Motor Company has an-
nounced the opening of its new
showroom.
Carrier boys for The Ledger & Times
were feted to a wiener roast at Nash's
Boat Dock during National Newspaper
Week with' Odell Colson, circulation
manager, and Jack Hobson ac-
companying the boys who attended.
They were Bobby Starks, Billy Starks,
Marshall Garland, Donnie McCord, and,
Bobby Workman.
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution met- at the horhe of Mrs,
Elmus Beale, Coldwater Road.
Today In History •
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 16, the 289th
day of 1978. There are 76 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1964, China announced --
it had tested its first nuclear bomb,
making that country the world's fifth
atomic power. i
On this date: -,
In 1790, Congress established the
District of Columbia as the permanent
seat of the U.S. government.
In 1793, Queen Marie Antoinette o
France was guillotined.
In 1940, the United States banned a
shipments of steel and scrap iron t
Japan.
In-1951, Premier All Khan of Pakistani _.•
was assassinated. t -
-wolf! 1969, the new Soviet premier,
Alexei Kesygino was forming -
governent after the ouster of Nikit
Khrushchev from office.
In 1970, Anwar Sadat becam
president of Egypt, succeeding the 1st
Carnal Abdel Nasser.
Ten years ago: Soviet Premier Alexe
Kosygin arrived in Prague and signed
ereaty allowing Soviet troops that ha
invaded Czechosovakia to remain
that country;
Five years ago: The Nobel Peac
Prize was awarded to U.S. Secretary
State Henry Kissinger and Le Duc Th
of North Vietnam for negotiating t
Vietnam cease-fire agreement.
One year ago: Six 
the 
demonstratorst
opposed to neutron bomb in- ,
terrppted a *ashington church service
that President Carter was attending. •
Today's birthdays: Actress Angela
Lansbury is 53 years old. Retired •
Supreme Court Justice William
Douglas is 80.
Thought for today: The trouble with
old age is that it comes when we are tod
old, to enjoy it — anonymous.
• 1 .
Bible Thought
Whosoever heareth these sayings of
mine and doeth them, I will liken unto g
we man which built his house upon
rock. - Matthew 7:24.
• 4
Is your foundation rock or sand?
• .iwinNIONDININroolonahhilailaeatiONN kiNNNINNION,N114010-"
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Aurora Preparing For 'Festival'
The whole Aurora-Jonathan nn hand h? lead the dancing Real Estate'
Creek area is in full swing arid he will bring several An auction will also be held
preparing for the first annual groups with him. Anyone else all day Saturday near the
Aurora Country Festival to be-- who would like to dance and Pony Pull at the "Quonset."
held octoer 2,n who can -keep up" is welcome Ladies of Aired Lodge__ 445
-
of Sportsman's Lodge.Festival chairman ?wile
Blankenbaker reported that
the schedule had been set and
'posters were being put up in
area communities. Decoration
committee members Sally
• Blanchard and Carol Thomas
are helping Aurora businesses
co-ordinate their decorating
efforts. Fall themes of corn
shucks, pumpkins and
scarecrows will be used to
help welcome visitors to the
area, with a prize for the most
original scarecrow.
Festivities begin Friday,
October 20 at 8:00 p.m. with a
lively square dance at theAURORA FESTIVAL. - Aurora Festival chairman Twifa Blankenbaker tries a "Country "Wishing Well" in Aurora.hat" on Chtu-k Blanchard, owner of Aurora's Country Store in preparation for the - Larry Jackson, top Paducah(...ti% al to be held this Neekend.. . . Square Dance caller, will be




Users report. fuel savings
of 56 to 75 per cent!
Caktada: "Our fuetbill has beeitcut at least
in hair' Tennessee: "Mt•Ashley gives more
heat, far less fuel, With heated rooms every
morning.- Massachusetts: -My heating Oust is
now nil.- Canada: "We are MAN, using less
than one-thittl.or the wood we limit tbetore.-
Enjoy dependable, automatic heat from inex.
pensive, fidity- availabTe tire air soil (any kind)
install an Ashley and save!
The Deluxe Ashley Imperial, Model C 60
We can save you money on a new Ashley
Heater! We have been asked not to ad-
vertise price outside our own county. We




Hay. 79 West Dover, In.
35 Min. From Murray
Closed Sunday & Wed.
Phone (615) 232-5106
US annum
At 1:30 pm. the Twin Lakes
with an Arts and Crafts Fair Creek. 
Antique Car Club will parade
Saturday will be a big day h AcluruboramaendmbJeo
members are
beginning at 10 a.m. at the
Opra Barb. There will be president Howard Brandon
from a wide region, and club
demonstrations of sorghum, from Murray promises they
lye soap and candle making. _ will .have a fine display,'
A Pony Pull sponsored by At 3 p.m. a Well-known
the Sportsman's Pony Pulling barbershop chorus will per-
Assoc.,, based in Marshall form at the Opra Barn area.
County but with a mem- The group is based in Mayfield4
bership reaching to Missouri and is a chapter of the national
and Indiana, will begin at 11 S.P.E.B.S.Q.S.A. At 8 p.m.
a.m. Ponies will be weighed everyone is invited to dance to
between 7 a.m. and 10 a.m. the music of "Kentucky
Light, medium and heavy Jones" a Murray based group
classes will be held with five who have played all over West
prizes in each class. Prizes Kentucky. and Tennessee, and
will be contributed from the backed up.such performers as
$5.00 entry fee and Ruth Ryan Jerry Lee Lewis and Sonny
-Depa-rtment. Starts Program To-Reduce-Medicaid-Time
KANK1' UHT— =----Tne
Department for Human
Resources has started a pilot
project designed to further
reduce the time needed to
process Medicaid claims, from
pharmacies.
Ten pharmacies in the state
are now sending claims via
telephone to a. computer
located in Frankfort. By voice
response the computer in-
forms the person entering the
claim information when a
sufficient amount of in-
. formation has been entered.
- Human . Resources
- Secretary Peter Conn said the
i Pharmacy Telephone
= • Transmission System should
= make it both simpler and
E faster for pharmacists to be
= • paid by the state for
prescriptions filled for
E Medicaid clients.. • _ 
"Because of its efficiency,
Zg. this system' should save the
department time and costs of
= • processing claims," Conn
said. The state receives about
290,000 claims a month in the
E. Medicaid program.
The system will be
evaluated by the Department
in late November. If it proves
I' successful, the systern will be
offered as an option to all 870
participating pharmacies in
the state. Ten of the 27
• pharmacies requested to
participate in the pilot project
elected to do so.
- In the past 10 years, the
Department for . Human
Resources has reduced ' the
"turn-around- time for
Medicaid claims, through
computer technology, from a
matter of months to about two
weeks, according to Gail






system was developed earlier
this year after consultation
with the technical advisory
is now open for besiwess!
We handle all types of auto body repair. Backed by
12 years of body work experience, our specialty is in-
surance work. If you have neediaf apt() body work
come by- and see our shop and let us give you an
estimate.,‘
Barnetf's Body Shop
75P-1501 Across From Overby Hond
GUITAR SALE
on
all new guitars in stock
Sale Starts Monday, October 16
CHUCKS MUSIC CENTER
=mime-- -un— drugs. The
system was rruitle possible
with the acquisition of a new
computer by the department.
According to Medicaid
director Jim Rogers, the
process begins when a
pharmacist calls a toll-free
number connected to the
cbmputer. Using a push-
button type ,phone, the
pharmacist is instructed by
the "talking" computer to
enter his personal code. Then
claims information is entered.
inififfnacies witholirniiiiar—saba44444- 
-•elwiena  
Tone" service were .provided
with adapters for use during
the pilot project.
The computer takes claims
from 8 a.m. until midnight. It
then transmits the data to the
department's central com-
puter, also located in Frank-
fort. That computer checks
the information with the
agency files to establish




Revolt On Property Tax
NEW BEDFORD, Mass.'
(AP). - About 4,000 persons
angered over new property
tax assessments marched on
City Hall today demanding to
see the mayor and to have
their tax bills lowered.
"There is an uprising," said
Police Capt. Augustus Correa'.
"We'te up to our ears. We're
calling in all our units, in-
clAiding our night pempbe."
A force of 50 police officers
and two police dogs protected
the building after two persons
were arrested in scuffles, said
- authorities. They were not
identified immediately. Capt.
Correa said one Was charged
with disturbing the peace and
gie other with a motor vehicle
violation.
The police ordered the City
Hall evacuated as a safety
precaution about, three hours
after the first marchers
converged on the building in
this city of 100,000 persons.
One demonstrator said the
rate On her home has risen to
"just under $900" from $200
two years ago. She said she
and her husband were con-
sidering selling the three-
bedroom house which they
said was without a sewer
connection on a, dirt road with
no mail delivery.




Toinmy Bell, state chair-
man for the re-election
campaign of Sen. Walter Dee
Huddleston, has announced
that Robert L. Russell has
been appointed state campus
coordinate of Huddleston's re- ,
election campaign. Russell
will coordinate activity for
Huddleston on all of Ken-
tucky's college campuses.
Bell said, "the appointment
of Bob Russell is indicative of
the' outstanding Kentuckians
across the state that have
accepted leadership positions
in Senator Huddleston's *
campaign. Senator Hud-
dleston has made Kentucky an
excellent United States
senator and his record of
performance is attracting
many talented people to his
campaign.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers mho hove 601
received 1111r kemo-deilvered
copy of The tilereey
Tams by 5:30 p.m. rairsday-
Fraley or by 3:30 pm. on 761107-
days we urged 5. moll 7531911
betwitoo 5,30 p.m. mat 6 p.m
1146.61ey4ridirr, iv 3130 p.m
asol 4 p,m. lehordoys. to Imre
**very of Ilia aresprimar. Cdli
maw I.*cod by 6 p.m
wookilto * 9014-chr1;
Si geofrommoo dollirory.
apparently had answered a
call for- a "quiet, peaceful
march" issued over the
weekend on the radio by a
country music disc jockey,
"Cuzzin" Dave Williford, who
substituted Saturday as a host
on a daytime telephone talk
show called "Hot Line."
"We want Markey,-
demonstrators shouted for
Mayor John A. Markey as
they marched around the
midtown New Bectiord
building.
Markey did not appear but
sent word he would issue a
statement later in the day.
directly to a computer
scanning system or by sending
data to an independent firm
which produced computer
tapes to be processed by the
human resources department.
Even if the telephone
system is instituted, phar-
macists will retain the choice
of the other two methods, said
Rogers.
James at Kaintuck Territory.
The group plays "country"
and "country-rock." Again,
the dancing will be at the,
_ ,
Sunday will be celebrated
with an original "Arbor
Church" and gospel sing at the
Aurora Christian Church at 11
a.m. The Arts and Crafts Fait
will continue at the Opra
Barn, and will .include in the
same area, an ici-eream
social, old-fashioned - style
show, and old-time music
complete with dulcimer.
The  -Aurora Kiwaiiie- will.
furnish refreshments on the
grounds at the Opra Barn,
both Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. 0. Cholson
have donated the use of the




At Sirloin Stockade, lunchis fast - or It's
free! Order any of our three October lunch spe-
cials, Monday thru Saturday, 11 am to 4 pm:61 it-
isn't ready in 10 minutes, its FREE!
FOR YOUR CHOICE
Chopped Steak Meal. Chicken Fry Steak Meal,
or Lunch-Size Steak 'n Stuff Meal. All with fries .
or baked potato, and Stockade Toast!
Chimney
Sweeps
In keeping with- the -recent observance of-Fire 
Preventionweek,last week, we would like to tell you
how ,to protect your family and home from fire by
having your chimney or woodstove cleaned regulerly.
We can also show you how to install your woodstove
safely. Call 7594878. Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps.
Unwind at The Arlington Hotel and Baths in beautiful Hot
Springs, Arkansas. Relax in the swirling waters of the famous
thermic baths. Play a little golf or tennis. Enjoy luxurious com-
fort and delicious American and Continental cuisine.
-Write, wire or phone for reservations today.-
Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas 71901, Call Toll rree-1-800-643-5404
_
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acers Rip Bobbling Blue Raiders 33-7
BY TONY WILSON - Martin.
Sports Editor Mile had been even more
Mike Gottfried attributes it inconsistent • It. had tied a
•.-4co his defense. Middle Ten- strong UT-Chattanooga team,
—prosaew NS -probably begnuang tot waa-conung-wit-s--42;42--
%Ito attribute it to luck -- baaad drubbing at the hands of
- leek. Eastern Kentucky
The Blue Raiders fumbled By halftune Saturday, most
:lour times, the Racer defense of the 6,000 fans that braved
recovered three and Murray 40-degree temperatures knew
State mauled Middle 33-7 the outcome after Murray
Saturday at Roy Stewart • lumped to a 19-0 lead at the '
Stadium to give Gottfried his intermission.
Rrst Ohio Valley Cadet-en-LW - Middle - had its closest
victory. . penetrattlin of the first half
Two seasons *go. Middle early in the first quarter. It
Tennessee visited Stewart drove to the Racer 44, -where
Stadium and left owning two
new OVC single-game records
- most fumbles 14 and most
fumbles lost +9 ). Murray
eventually won the game, but
narrowly, 24-20.
So convincing was the
Racers' performance
Saturday, they may well have
won- without the gain of any
Raider fumbles. Tile defense,
coming off its -best outing in
lhe11-7 gly Autv. y over
 -Martiri w-Week-enriter,
:ins dominant the entire night.
. Only once did Middle
penetrate the Racer 40-yard
,line, then when the game was
'tong decided.
-*Why the turnovers? Gott-
-Med thinks it's due to a
change in his defense. After
his squad was thumped 49-32
by Morehead two weeks ago,
he switched the defensive
alignment from a "50"
defense to a "wide-tackle six"
- from a five-man to a six-
man front. Which means he
now has six players on the
--defensive lure of scrimmage
;••• -- lead only three deep men..
a° .,.' "I think the defense has had'.-
1' /clot to do with the funibles,"
Sid, Gottfried. it seems tp
---; e things happen." In the
• game of the change, the
7' rs forced four third-
q• uarter fumbles to key the win
- tmer Martin.
Both teams - and probably
both coaches for that matter
i.0__,e - entered Saturday's Contest
i
le ttnowing little of its opponent.
Murray had heel, up and down
•
Bud Foster intercepted Duane
West's pass on third andil. -
Murray advanced to the
Middle 29 on that possession,
but Greg Acing fumbled after
catching a Ricky Ray pass
that deflected off the hands of
tight end David Thomas.
West fumbled. fight back,
however, and _Tony Boone
recovered at the Blue Raider
itine-_yanj The fumble
reecnitry was Blione's third In
+we games.
Danny Lee Johnson. who
had a season-high 148 yards on
31 carrie8 for his sixth-
straight 100-yard-plus rushing
performance. scored the first
Murray touchdown on a seven-
yard nth around left end with
7:29 left.
The two teams traded punts,
and MidcLle"found itself on the ,
two-yard•line after a 42-yard'
Wes Furgerson kick and a •
half-the-distance-to-the-goal
clipping penalty.
Murray held, and Raider
punter Randy Saunders, who
entered the game with a 42.1
average a game - second in
the OVC - was forced to punt
from deep in his end zone to
the 38.
Freshman- -quarterback- -
Ricky Ray, Starting in place of--
injured Mike Dickens, found
Greg King down the left
sideline. King c.a.ught the pass
at the 10, reversed and
waltzed in for the score tO up
the Racer lead to 124._ A two-
point pass attempt failed.
West fumbled again late in
„ thus far, falling to Southeast the second quarter, and this
Missouri in its opener, but time Bill Shannon recovered.
SI-firesaively subduiag Sharman. loo, ow has
recovered three in two games.
That gave Murray the ball
on Middle's 31. A second-down
pass from Ray to Thomas put
the Road* Ws 
plays later, Tyrus ,Brown
scored from the one for the big
19-0 advantage.
Earlier*, tn the quarter,
Thomas attempted a 50-yard
affair Saturday, while
Murray, 3-3 and 1-2 in leagut
play, plays its homecominli.







field goal. The kick sailed rotsioitease .
straight but fell shott. Passes 11-1164
it• -94sata- vg 3,11.11
Murray made it-26-0 late in FUR ret-ids -1
the third quarter, set up by icielt.r-Ydsd. tit
still another "Middle fumble, Futrbles-Zst
but not before a Racer tur-
nover.
Ray, who finished with IT
pass completions-An 28 at-
tempts, tried to hit King with a
pass from the Raider 32, but
Middle's Guy Albanese in-
tercepted and headed for the -
right sideline upfield. He was
hit, the ball popped out of his
grasp and Tim Wheeler
recovered for the Racers.
Ray. found Thomas for a 22-
yard-completion seven plays
later, and Johnson scoter
from the--seveft--ett-the-nestt-
play-
Middle Tennessee netted its
only touchdown with the aid of
a 66-yard pass play from West
to Robbie Rogers from its 28-
yard line - the only time all
evening that the Murray
secondary was penetrated.
Lindsey Hudspeth, in his
second game in the secondary,
pulled down Rogers at the
Murray & -
"I just let .the guy get by
me," said Fludspeth. "I. was
lucky to get to him before he
scored."
—Rogers scored from the one
two plays 'later, anyway, to
pull his team within 26-7.
The Racers added insult to.
injury with only 28 seconds
left. Jim Dunnaway, who also
attempts most of the Murray
"point-after-touchdown kicks,
intercepted a West pass at the
Raider 38 and ran it back for
the fifth Racer touchdown.
The victory was Murray's
third straight over Middle
Tennessee and evened the
overall series between the two
teams 23-23-2.
Middle, now 1-4-1, hosts
Delaware in a non-conference
Donny lee Johnson smiles after scoring the second of two_Iouchdowns during Murray State's
mauling of Middle Tennessee Saturday. Johnson rushed for 148 yards his sixth-straight game of
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gtalItg Dann) lee Johnson, 31
TV: Trrus Brown. 13-48. flicky.Sq, 7-
21: 7.acti !macs, 4-10 George =2-
11=.29ick Nonce, 14: I AndseY H 1-
A •
Passing - Ricitt Ray, 11-2111-1. 1160
Gr-orge Ifurnley. 0-1-1
Receiving - Greg King, 4411: David
Thomas, 3-47; Mlle Wilharrs, 1-15
Tyrus Brown, J-14: Keith Swearing,.
1-14. Jeff Braaten, 141.
Punting- West rurgerson. _
, long, 42,
interceptions. yards Jun Dub
naw ,• 1-38_ Bud Foster. 1-0; David
Reagan, 1-0
Punt returns. yards - Lewis, 1-1
Kick returns, yards - Clint Williams,
2-49. -
Fumble recoveries - Bill Shannon,
Tony Boone; Tim Wheeler 
Taestes7ststeet -- Jett Garfter, 11-1' •
David Reagan, 6-4: Bruce Martin, 6-4
Bud Foster. 5-2, Glen Jones, 5-3: Ton)
floone. 5-3:
Nos %qv ken,.
,ASU - Danny Lee Johnson, 7 rUfl :
kicker:Hailed: 6:45,1st.
SISU - Greg King, 35 pass from Flick)
Ray; pass failed; :13.1st
HSU Tyrus Brown, 1 run: Jim Dun-
na Way, kick: 4.51, 2nd
MSC - Johnson, 7 run: Dunnaway,
kick.
MTSU - Robbie Rogers, 1 run:
Gerald Robinson, kick; 14.58.4th .
STSU Dunnaway. 38 interception
return: lkivid Thomas, kick: 28, 4th
• Bruce Martin pats the helmet of Tony Boone after the Murray State junior recovered a Middle Tennessee fumble to set up the fir-
st Racer touchdown. The defense forced two more fumbles as Murray bombed the Blue Raiders 33-7. Photos by Tony Wilson
ebrasfo ilBengal Win Aft
By the Associated Press
The zebras can'te out of the
woods again Sunday.
The linen in the black-
andwhite striped shirts, the
officials of the National
Football League, under fire
early-in the season for several
controversial calls but in-
conspicuous recently,
returned to the unaccustomed
r and unwelcome) spotlight in
Women Netters
Now Stand 12-3
LOUISVILLE - • The
Murray State women's tennis
team pushed its season record
to 12-3 with two weekend
pastings in a triangular match
on the University of Louisville
campus. ,
The Racers blitzed
Louisville 6-0 , in a rain-
shortened affair Friday, then
whipped Cincinnati 7-2
Saturday. -
Karen Weis, Murray's No. 1
singles player, was hampered
with an injury and competed,
only in doubles. Bitsy Ritt,
usually at No. 2, moved to the
top spot and responded with
two straight-set vidtories.
Murray travels to Middle
Tennessee for a dual match
Tuesday before returning
home to host Mississippi State
to a 3 p.m: match Thursday at
,the MSUitennis complex.
es Lewisville
Bits) Ritt ii Janet Coppola 6-k. 6-0.
it-,-zky Jones d Doll Paris 6-0, 6-0; Leanne
Owen cl Rhonda Elam 643, 64.
)Karen Weis-Ritt d. Coppola-Ann
Flaherty 6-0, 6-0; Lyon Martin-Yvonna
S Kathy. Ramsey-Beth Arnold 6-0.6-
2, Anne Hess-Jones <1 Debbie Sohm-
Mickey Vtck 6-2, 6-1
re Chictaaati (7-2)
Ritt d. Kathy Couling 6-L 6-2; Martm d.
Angela Ekssu 6-2. 6-4; Ress d. Alias
Carling 2-6, 6-2, 6-3: Utley d Molly McKan
6E, 6-3; Jones d Doreen Jones 6-4, 6-0;
Sharon Ganz (C) d. Owen 6-4, 6-4
Couling-Couling d Ritt-Owen 6-3,6
0: Marthelltley d Boasu-McKan 6-4, 7-5:




Southern Illinois placed three
runners in the top five spots to
edge Murray State 26-29 in a
dual cross-country meet
Friday.
The Salukis' Mike Sawyer
won the five-mile event with a
25:48 time. Two Murray
runners - Jerry Odlin and
Richard Charleston - took the
next two places in 25:51 and
26:05, respectively, but SIU
took third and fourth place.
Other Murray harriers,
their finishes and times were:
David Warren, seventh, 26:47;
David Rafferty, eighth, 26:47; •
Pat Chimes, ninth, 27:04;
Mitch Johnston, 14th, 28:01;
Keith O'Mealy, 16th, 28:5;
'Danny McAslin, 20th, 30:37;
Jimmy Colon, 21st, 30:49; and
Mike Thompson, 22nd, 30:52.
The Racers, now 1-2 in dual
meets, face Southeast
Missouri in Cape Girardeau
Friday.
Eastern,Mestern Both Win,
Set Stage For Saturday Battle
By the Associated Press Alabama nipped Austin Peay.
The stage is set for the 10-6.
annual' Eastern Kentucky- Eastern's David Flores
Western - Kentucky football booted a 29-yard field goal in
bloodbath, with the winner the fourth quarter to provide
gaining the added reward of the winning margin against
undisputed first place in the Dayton. Dale Patton scored
Ohio Valley Conference. twice on one-yard runs for the
Western Kentucky set the Colonels, now 4-1 overall
stage for Saturday's big Dayton, which had an 10-game
showdown at Bowling Green unbeaten streak halted, is 5-1-
with a 26-20 win last weekend 1.
over Tennessee Tech, the Western quarterback John
preseason OVC title favorite. HMI scored two touchdowns,
The victory left Western and including the decisive tally in
Eastern- as 'the smly-unbeaten the third period, Tech closed
teams in league play, each at within 21-20 later in the third
the4°. . quartefir. when. WayneEastern took weekend Anderson kicked field goals of
off from conference coin-
petition with a 17-16 win over
Dayton, the • top-rankid
Division III football team.
_In ther games iiiiibliniig
.OVC eam,s, Murray . blasted
Middle TenneSsec 33-7,
Morehead was A 23-9 vicam of
32 and 37 yards.
Western, 4-2, staved off
Tech in the final minutes 'on'
Marvin Davis' 32-yard field
goal and a-s-ifety
Danny Lee Johnson scored '
twice and exceeded 100 yards
rushing for the sixth con- ' running out for Morehead's,
ienrizactitlaxlinmAngiolb _:-SeCittiVer.....ettelt-in_ leading  ...._anly_kuu4diaKt..--
Murray past slumping Middle
Tennessee, which fell to 1-4-1
overall and 1-2 in the OVC.
Johnson collected 148 yards in
31 carries.
Much of Murray's scoring
came courtesy of Middle
Tennessee mistakes. MTSU
lost three fumbles and had
three passes intercepted.
Murrayis 3-3 overall and 1-2
in league play. '
Quarterback Niel Ross
scored 7 once, passed to Jack
Robinson for another score as
Tennessee-Martin handed
Morehead State its third loss
against one win and a tie.
Ross scored his touchdown
with 17 seconds left in the third
period. Less than six minutes
Isit*, he hit Robinson on a 28-
yard scoring aerial.
.Dbrroti Hunter broke- loose-
for a 68-yard ran with time
Cincinnati.
The Bengals, winless
heading into their seventh
game of the season, were
battling New England down to
the wire. And when Patriots
quarterback Steve Grogan
lost the ball deep in Bengals
territory and Cincinnati safety
Dick Jauron pounced on it,
overtime appeared imminent.
But rookie line judge Bob
McLaughlin ruled no fumble,
the Pats retained possession
and, one play later, Sam
Cooningham plowed in from
the 31rard tine for the touch.
down with 6:56 to play that
carried New England to a 10-3
victory. -
In Sunday's other games, it
was Philadelphia 17,
Washington 10; Dallas 24, St.
Louis 21 in overtime; Los
Angeles 34, Minnesota 17;
Green Bay 45, Seattle 28; New
York Jets 33, Baltimore 10;
Miami 28, San Diego 21;
Oakland 28, Kansas City 6;
New York Giants 17, Tampa
Bay 14; Atlanta 14, Detroit 0;
Houston 17, Buffalo 10, and
New Orleans 14, San Fran-
cisco 7. Chicago visits Denver
tonight.
Eagles 17, Redskins 10
Philadelphia's Wilbert
Montgomery rambled through
Washington's defense for 125
yards, 12 on a tie-breaking
touchdown run 2172 minutes
into the fourth quarter,
handing the Redskins their
first defeat of the season.
- Washington managed to get
within 3 yards of a tying TD
with about 5 minutes to play,
but running back Tony Green
fumbled, rookie linebacker
Reggie Wilkes recovered and
the upset was secure. _ _
Cowboys 24, Cardinals 21
The winless Cardinals
battled Dallas' defending
Super Bowl champions into
overtime, only to lose on
Rafael Septien's 47-yard field
goal. The Cards had blocked
Sept.ien's potential -game-
winning field goal attempt
from the St. Louis 39 as time
ran Out in the fourth period.
Roger Staubach launched
touchdown passes of 37 and 6
yards to Tony Hill and 6 yards
to Robert Newhouse for the
Cowboys, while Jim Otis
plunged 2 yards and 1 yard
and Jim Hart flipped a 1-yard
pass to Wayne Morris for the
'Cards' scores.
Stealers 34, Browns 14
` "We hadn't had our special
teams return one all year, but
you couldn't have asked for.
one at a better Wile. You get
fired up when something like
that happens," Terry -Brad-
shaw said after rookie Larry
Anderson's 95-yard kickoff
return sparked the unbeaten
Steelers past Cleveland.
Rams 34, Vikings 17
Los Angeles struck for three
TDs in the final quarter - Pat
Haden's 3-yard pass to
Lawrence McCutcheon, Isiah
Robertson's 16-yard punt
return and John Cappelletti's
4-yard run. - to beat the
Vikings.
Minnesota scored on Fran
Tarkenton passes of 5 and 29
yards to Sammy White. So-
solid was the Rams' defense
that Chuck Foreman was the
Vikings' leading rusher with
17 yards - and he was ejected
in the third period for un-
sportsmanlike conduct.
Packers 45, Seahawks 28-
Terdell Middleton rushed
for 121 yards and four touch-
downs after Steve- Odom
returned the opening kickoff
95 yards for a score, carrying
the Packers past Seattle. The
Seahawks; who got two of
their touchdowns from
quarterback Jim Zorn on a 12-
yard run and a 58-yard pass to
Steve Largent, lost the rain-
slicked ball seven times.
Jets 33, Colts! 10
Matt Robinson passed for
215 yards and two TDs, one a
77-yarder to Wesley Walker, in
the Jets' romp. Baltimore
quarterback fiert Jones, in his
first game since suffering a
preseason shoulde7
separation, left after his right
shoulder was reinjured on a
first-quarter sack.
Delphins 28, Chargers 21
Jim Braxton scored TDs.on
runs of 2 yard-in:id 1 yard in
his debut with the Dolphins,
and Don Strock and Bob
Griese each, tossed scoring
passes in Miami's victory over
San Diego. Lydell Mitchell
scored all three. Chargers'
TDs.
Raiders 28, Chiefs 6
Ken Stabler completed 15 of
20 passes for 222 yards, in-
cluding TDs of 49 yards to
Fred Biletnikoff and 4 yards to
Dave Casi5er, and Mark van
Eeghen ran for two scores as
the Raiders ripped Kansas
City. , • . -
Giants 17, Boca 14
Linebacker Harry Carson
intercepted a pass and
recovered a fumble, paving
the way to fourth-quarter
scoring runs of 7 yards and 1
yard by Larry Csonka,
boosting the Giants past
Tampa Bay.
Falcons 14. Lions 0
Steve Bartkowski's 24-yard
TD strike to Billy Ryckman
and Bubba Bean's 25-yard
sCiating run carried Atlanta
past Detroit, which failed on
two fourth-down gambles in -
Falcons territory in ,the,,
second half.
Oilers 17, Bills 10
Rob Carpenter ran 18 yards
for a third-quarter TD, cap-
ping a 97-yard drive that lifted





Has only one business location,. which is
located app. 5 miles from Murray on Hwy. 121
West, app. '/.2 mile past Stella, turn left on.But-
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Beattie Gives Yanks 3-2
Lead, New York Sweep
By the Associated Press
_LOS ANGELES - Thf 
Angeles Dodgers, hing been
mugged in The-- Briihz while
their hitting rampage in Game
“Tbert 1,1 a di14o4e40W
between an overriding desire
to win and a mean streak," the
their team-President was
robbed. in Manhattan,
straggled back to Dodger
Stadium today like tourists
who know there IS no place
Like home. -
The New York Ya.nkees„
forced to win must games all
year to get into the 75th World
Series, now have to win just
one of the next two-games to
repeat as world champions.
The magic number dropped to
one because rookie Jim
Beattie, an unlikely hero,
pitched his first complete
game in 24 "major league
'iliripearances and the Yankees
ripped off 18 hits, including a
record 16 singles, in beating
the Dodgers 12-2 Sunday.
Thurman Munson knocked
in five runs and joined Mickey
Dodgers' right-hander said. "I
think they try to kick your
brains out.
"They play baseball like the
Chicago Bears used to play
defense. They certainly- don't
come to the pork to paint."
No longer the Bronx
Bombers, they were more like
embalmers, nailing the
Dodgers' coffin with one
single after another until they
had more one-base hits than
any team in Series history.
And the captain (Munson)
and the catalyst (Rivers)"
made it happen: Unlike the
Dodgers' right-handed hitters
who have been destroyed by
the unique Yankee Stadium
dimensions, Munson utilized
the ballpark's spaciousness in
-Ritior-s,- -anon -Doyle- end-,---the-
Bucky Dent with three-hit
games in pacing the Yanks,
who fought back from a 2-0,
deficit by winning all three
games in Yankee Stadium.
With ace Ron Guidry
waiting in the wings for a
possible seventh game,
Beattie's nine-hit per-
formance was pivotal... The
Yanks can- lose Tuesday night,
when Catfish Hunter is
scheduled to oppose the
Dodgers' Don Sutton, and still
have their ace in the hole for
the final game.
Sutton, who lost to Guidry
.Frida; night, felt The Yanks
added insult to injury with
alleerericheenterfietch
"Maybe singles are the
right way for right-handed
hitters," said Munson.
"For a right-handed hitter
to do well here, he has to swing
down, hit line drives and use
the whole ballpark," said the
Yanks' sweet-swingin' Lou
Piniella.
Steve Garvey, the Dodgers'
right-handed clean-up hitter,
struck out twice against
Beattie and left seven runners
on base. He has yet to knock in
a run in this Series.
"The key for us is going
beck -to- -Los Angeles and
getting our fans and our
stadium working for usff'
Garvey said, "It's obvious
for this park L.
left-handed hitters who can
use the right field area."
. While Garvey and other
Dodgem complained about
their accommodations at
Yankee Stadium, • their'
president, Peter , O'Malley,.
had a legitimate gripe about
the Dodge's' downtown hotel.
O'Malley's room was broken
-into earker in the week and
police have arrested a suspect
who was allegedly trying to
sell 30 Series tickets taken
from the room. Police said
some jeweler, and cash also
were taken.
The Yanks beat the Dodgers
three straight with a variety of
lineups. Willie Randolph, their
fine second baseman, is not on
the Series roster because of a
pulled hamstring. Munson is
hobbling, and Rivers and,.  first 
baseman Chris ' Chambliss
have been in and out of the
lineup.




Sunday's. game by. several
 players• Wha Palled
Lain on the back and said they
needed him, regardless of his.
condition.
"The- guys bleB Tidrow,
Rich Gossage and Jay
Johnstone, among otberS)
asked me to go out there,"
said Rivers, who scored two
runs and knocked in another.
"That means I had to go out
there and do my best effort. It
was a little motivation on the
side. I know when I'm playing--
good, the tiam'S doing good."
Doyle, who has filled in for
Randolph against right-
handed pitching, has fielded
flawlessly and contributed at
the plate.
Los Angeles 101 000 000-2 9 3
New York 004 NO 41x-13 18 IL
Hooton, Rautzhan (3), Hon. (4) INd
Yespr, Oates eli; Beattie and WSW




New York (Hunter 13-6) at Ins mows
(Sutton 1S-11), (n)
Wedneadny'eGaine
New V ork atLos Angeles, ( fl, if necessary
Runners
h Place
CARBONDALE, Ill. - —
Wendy Slayton placed 35th to
propel the Murray State
women's u-uss country team
to a ninth-place finish in a 15-
team invitational Saturday.
Mike flosiak leaps at a pass by Middle Tennessee's Duane West Saturday in the Ohio Valley Con-
ference battle at Roy Stewart Stadium. Murray gave Mike Gottfried his first league victory with
a 33-7 triumph.
Theus' Bombs Doom Portland
By the Associated Press
It was teamwork that made
thh- Portland Trail Blazers the
best team in the National
Basketball Assoeiation in 1977
and for most of last year. And
it was lack of the same that




Chicago's Reggie Theus beat
them.
The Bulls won for the first
time in Portland since 1973 as
Thetis, a rookie from Nevada-
Las Vegas, scored 21 of his
game-high 23 points in the
second half to help Chicago
bury-the Blazers 108-97.
"He hit some long, long
shots," said Bulls Leach
Larry Costello of Theus' 20
and 25-footers. hope we
iloWl Kaye toLraly on those
Through the seasop," added
the coach, who won his-first
game at the helm of the Bulls.
• Theus, a 6-foot-6 first-round
field in the second half.
The Blazers, wracked by
injuries, were missing star-
Ung forwards •Maurice Lucas
and Bob Gross, not to mention
alINBA center Bill Walton,
and with ,five rookies on Ilpeir
roster, got an outstanding
game from Mychal Thomp-
son, the top pick in the NBA
draft last June. Thompson had
23 points, 10 rebounds and two
blocked shots.
Elsewhere in the NBA,
Milwaukee beat New Orleans.
123-112, Denver spoiled San
Diego's home debut by
beating the Clippers 98-94,
Seattle topped Kansas City
115-105 and Phoenix was a 129-
110 winner over Golden State.
Bucks 123, Jazz 112
. Milwaukee won the game
under the beards, where
cordon.- Kent -Menage had lb
rebounds and 22 points and
forward Marques Johnsonhad
12 rebounds and 31 points.
With Dave Meyers injured,
14.11Waykee..Ciair-b.DOLLIdelsan._
started John Gi-anelli,. a
center, at forward.
"We thought that Gianeili
would do as good a job on
Truck Robinson as anyone,"
said Nelson. "So we decided to
go with him. It worked out
very well and I might do it
some more even when Meyers
gets back ... especially if
Benson continues to play like
he did tonight."
Nuggets 98, Clippers $4
David Thompson scored 26
points and George McGinnis
sank three key free throws in
the final two minutes to spark
Denver.
SuperSonics 115, Kings 105
Backcourt mates Fred
Brown (26 points) and Dennis
Johnson (16) led the Seattle
victory. Six Sonics scored in
double figures.
Sans 120, Warrior* 11.' •
Walter Davis, last season's
-lookle of the yait, 'had 3b
points- and Paql Westphal















The University of Minnesota
won the event with 67 points,
followed by Western Illinois ,
---(110) Angt._11r,_  University of_ -
Illinois (120).






Slayton finished the 5,000-
meter course in 20:377 Other
Murray finishers, their places
and times were: Diane
Holmes, 43rd, 20:56; Becky
Beckman, 48th, 21:17; Glenda
Calabro, 55th, 21:28; Sharon
Macy, 56thp 21:34; Lynn
Barber, 68th, 22:05; and Lisa
Baker, SOUt.21:67. •
Murray runners that
competed but did not figure in
team scoring were Danielle
Brennen (24:38), Mary Ann
McConnell (24:46), Patty
Bittel (25:30), Lisa Bittel
(25:46) and Becky Pytosh
(25:57).
"It's tough to get a good
indication of how well we did,
because the course was in
such horrible shape," said
Racer coach Margaret
Simmons. "But I think we're
better than our finish in-
dicated."
Murray returns • hPine to
host an invitational it the
Murray Country ' Club
Saturday. Teams competing
will be Memphis State.
Vanderbilt, Illinois State and
Louisville.




W L. T Pct. PF
5 2 0 .71410
5 2 0 .714140
Pi 3 0 .571169
2 5 0 20106
2 5 0 .306137
Contra!
7 0 0 1 OM 185
4 3 0 .571 121
4 3 0 in no
0 7 0 .180 40
West
5 2 0 .714)43
4 2 0 .07101
4 0 .420144
2 5,, 0 .2116 III















Washington 6 1 0 07 142
Dallas 5 2 0 714 180 *
N.Y Giants 4 3 0 571 1311 III
Philadelphia 4 3 0 571 133 11
St louts 0 7 0 0013 IA
Central
Green Bay 6 1 0 857 172 1:'
Chicago 3 3 0 500 105 Se
Minnesota 3 4 0 429 131) 146
Tampa Bay 3 4 0 429 101 le-
Detroit 1 6 0 143, 71 1r
West
Lee Angeles 7 0 0 LOOS VA it
Atlanta 3 4 0 .40 SI 1"
New Orleans 3 4 0 .430131 15.
San Franciacia_ 1 6 0 .143 94 lef
Iys Geese's
Athalta 14, Detroit 0
New England 10, Onctnnsti 3
Pittsburgh 34, Cleveland 14
Green Bay 45, Seattle RI
New York Giants 17, Tampa Bay 14
Philadelphia 17, Washington 10
Houston 17, Bidfalo 10
Dallas 24, St Louis 21. (Yr
New Fort Jets 33, Baltimore 10
Oakland 28, Kansas elty 6
Lou Angeles 34. Minnesota )7
Miand N. San Diego 21
*111ew Orleans 14, San Francisco 7
Meeday's Game
Chicago at Denver, in
Sudsy, Oct. 12
(lures° at Tampa Bay
Cincinnati at Buffalo
Milani at New England
St ',outs at New York Jets
Washington at New York Giant.,
FINIadelpfda at Tiallaa
Sinrnege at Detroit
Green Rap at MInneaoter ,









Danny tee Johnson attempts to dive head-first into the end zone in the fourth quarter of Saturday's OVC game with Middle, Ten-
nessee. Middle held the Racers for four plays at its one-yard line, but Murray romped 33-7





it we sell out of ytiiir. sine we wilt issue you a rain check, assuring future delivery a( the advertised price.
A78-13 erhiteival;,
pius $1."3 F E 7.
and old tire




OTHER SIZES LOW PRICED, 
TOO!
Lube & Oil Change







performance • Complete chassis
lubrication and oil changes Check
fluid levels • Includes light trucks
• Call for an appointment.
Just Say 'Charge It'
878-15 wilitewatt,

















Sale Ends Saturday Night
GOODYEAR RETREAD]
n New traction at a fraction of
new tire prices,












Blackwalts plus aft to 56e F CT. par
tire depending on size Plus old tins
WHITEWALLS $2.50 MORE PER TIRE
Front-End Alignment &
4 Tire Rotation




a Parts extra if required • Inspect and
Esc ludeS front rotate 4 tires,
wheel delve chteck
suspension and steering system





988 • Electronicerfl engine, starting
saynsdtecr rgin g  analysis
Price includes parts • Install new




denser and rotor • Set dwell and
engine timingio specifications
• Adiust carburetor for maximum
fuel economy • No extra charges
for air conditioned cars • Includes
Volkswagen. Toyota, Datsun arid
light trucks
nay of these 7 other wiys to buy °sir awn Customer Credo Ot,o,
. s.tesCharge • Vies • American PApress Card • Carle Plan. h
• 0,r• dab • Cash
Wenn Starts Here GOODAEAR
Goodyear Service Store
Stars Mauro: 1:30 a.m. until 0:00 p.m. laity -*pea Friday WO 1100 p.m.
721 S. 12ttritreet Murray, Ky. 753-0595
—
•




Sunshine Jo Good Use
-$ By EUGENE CONNELIN
This is the second ina series
inlea explaining the
the futures markets as a
lanagement tool. In this
'es we will try to acquaint
%you with the opportunities for
?aprice protection in these
narketa and the basic factors
f the markets.
+++
Oar first Installment of
is series we outlined -the
sicaerms Of hedging in the
utures markets. Now we will
with the most prevalent
orm of hedging. But before
xamining some specifics let
  is look at some of the ad-
vantages luTures
-narkets as opposed to for-
ward contracting. Future
kinarkets by their very nature
.offer the greater flexibility in
both time and quanity. With
:'ro-per guidance, hedged
'310 awns can be altered to
compensate for later
pevelopments. By and large
Oorward contracting cannot
rairovide these qualities.
.';‘,Jhe :•mechanical" hedge is,
perhaps, the simplest and
most well-known method. In
this case the hedger takes an
equal but °matte po'sition_in_
the futures market as can-.
pared to his position in the
cash -market. . Mechanical
liedges may also be deseribed-
ais the use of a futures market
transaction as a temporary
substitute for an anticipated
transaction within the . cash
-Market. Since futures
markets generally move In
. concert with the caah market,
the hedger has his exposurees
reduced. While hedging, the
interested party may "lock
in" prices for future pur-
chases or sales, thereby
protecting the value of in-
ventory or assuring a
profitable per item price.
Beyond the price protection
offered through hedge tran-
sactions, the use of the futures
markets can provide further
_profitability in a number of
- ways. With careful analysis of
storage costs, a trade interest
may well find that by hedging
its needs-if can, in a sense; use
the futures markets as a
"warehouse" at a substantial
cost reduction.
Further, the low margins
required in hedge transaction
t note, here that margins in
futures trading carry no in-
terest and do not represent a
deposit toward payment,.
rather they are more formally
termed "earnest Money") can
free up business capital for
more pressing uses. In ad-
dition, as banks become more
and more aware of the
protection offered by hedges,
they are inclined to mare
readily loan money against a
hedge inventory.
In the concluding article of
this series, we will discuss the
actual steps a prospective
hedger might take before
entering the futures markets.
SPEEDLINE. .News Notes For Farmers
Farm- Bureau Reaches Milestone
Kentucky Farm Bureau has
reached a major membership
milestone with the an-
nouncement recently that the
•- 310,000th member family has
enlisted in the state's
largest farm organization.
A 28-year-old Mercer
County farmer, Glenn B.
Devine, his wife Martina and
son Jason, joined Farm
Bureau on Sept. 28, enabling
Kentucky Farm Bureau tri-
become the fifth state FB in
the nation to pass the 200,000
marl. Other 100,000-iiiiinher—
states are Illinois, Indiana,
Texas and Alabama.
Founded in 1919 in Kentucky
and nationally, Kentucky
Farm Bureau reached the
100,000-member plateau in
1970. Nationally, Farm
Bureau claims a total
membership in- 49 states all
but Alaska) .and Puerto Rico
of 2.9 millioniamilies.
The Devines farm just over
200 acres near the Mayo
section of northern Mercer
County. A 60-cow Holstein
dairy herd, four acres of
burley tobacco and 65 acres Of
corn comprise their major
crops.
Both husband and wife grew
up on farms in Mercer County,
and both have worked off the
farm_prior to the purchase of
their farm two years ago.
Early Treatment For Cattle
Grubs Helps Avoid Problems
An entomologist recom-
mends treating cattle early
with systemic insecticides to
control cattle grubs, by the
end of October in Kentucky, to





and if killed in the wrong
places cattle can have a
detrimental reaction to the
dead grubs, explains Chris
christensen, . Extension en-
tomologist in the University of
gentucky College of
4griculture.
The larvae wander inside
dattle for 8 to 10 months, and
during the fifth, sixth and
seventh months the Northern
Cattle Grub lives in the area of
the spinal column and the
Common Cattle Grub lives
around the esophagus. This is
usually November and
December in Kentucky.
When cattle grubs are killed
later than October, inflamed
tissues can cause the
esophagus to swell or put
prea,sure on the spinal column,
says the entomologist.
Esophagus-related HPR
symptoms are swelling in the
neck, difficulty in swallowing,.
slobbering and bloat. If there
is severe bloat, Christensen
advises calling a veterinarian.
tie says it is better to insert a
trocar or heavy needle into the
rumen to get rid of the- gas
than a stomach tube which
may damage the swollen
esophagus. Anti-bloat agents,
such as mineral oil, also may
help.
HPR in the spinal column
shows up as stiffness in the
hindquarters, inbalance or the
inability of cattle to lift their
hind feet. If these symptoms
are observed, Christensen
recommends getting the cattle
up and moving them around
two or three times a day. .
To avoid these problems,
the entomologist urges cat-
tlemen to control grubs by
treating cattle early, by the
end of October, and to use the
recomlnended dosage for a
particular - systemic in-
secticide. A lower dosage
won't help and may cause
other problems. says
Christensen. County Exten-





305 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
Passing Mom in height. That's a tall mo-
ment in your boy's life. Naturally, he'll take
much of the credit. But you know the care
and attention he got during infant years were
essential.
The atory of American agriculture and
Production Credit Association is aimilar.
Sound credit service has played a - big role
in helping both farmer and rancher gain their
present` business stature.
And we're ready right
now to help you with most
broad-shouldered tasks your
future plans may include.








If eattle have to be treated
late - feeder calves bough
,• • -
example - Christensen ad-
vises treating as soon as they
arrive on the farm. Do it while
the cattle are active and
empty, before they are put on
feed, he says.
Devine said he joined Firm
Bureau because al the
organization's economic
services and its legislative
and other work on behalf of
farmers.
Kentpcky Farm Bureau
President J. Robert Wade said
the Devines represent an
"important benchmark • for
Farm Bureau in Kentucky,''
and said he welcomes them
and the other 199,999 members
into "the most effective farm
organization in the world."
-Wade Mild' Yaffe
history of stability, strength
and sustained growth have set
it apart from other farm
organizations which have
come and gone during the 59
years cFB has been in
existence.
"I am encouraged when
young farmers like the
Devines demonstrate their
faith in Farm Bureau by
voluntarily joining and paying
their dues," Wade noted.
"Now that farmers represent
less than 4 per cent of the U.S.
population, it's more im-
port:ant that all -farmers get
active in their farm
organization.
"If we as farmers 'speak
with a single voice, we can
have clout far beyond what










published recently by Ken-
tucky Farm Bureau.
Democrat incumbent Sen
Walter D. Huddleston and
Republican challenger Louie
Guenthner 'answered
--ipleations on 12 separate
policy areas submitted by
Farm Bureau as part of its
traditional "Measure the
Candidates" program. The
answers were printed in the
October issue of the Kentucky
7-Tarm Bureau News, -which is
-"nailed monthly to the
organization's approximately
200,000 members. " •
Both Guenthner and Hud-
dleston stated -their support
for the burley tobacco price
support program and their
opposition to incrwes in
cigarette taxes as well as
funding for- the anti-tobacco




In addition, both candidates
pledged their support of
legislation to take away
President Carter's authority
to raise meat import quotas,
following his action earlier
this year to raise imports of
beef by 200 million pounds and
lower beef prices.
Their responses varied,
however, on the topic of labor
policy. Guenthner pledged to
oppose labor law amendments
"to facilitate unionizing of
unorganized workers," while
Huddleston said some changes
may 'be necessary -'to enforce
existing laws and protect the
rights of both sides in labor
disputes."
Earlier this year, Hud-
dleston, supported a labor law
revision effort that was op-
posed by -Farm Bureau and
business interests. The Senate
killed the bill, however, when
supporters failed to get the
votes necessary to shut off a
filibuster of the measure.
Guenthner also said he will
oppose repeal of Section 14B of
the Taft-Hartley Act, which
allows states to adopt right-to-
work laws, and that he will
oppose federal legislation to
provide for public employee
collective bargaining and
oppose the issuance of faod
-Stamps tO strikers. HiaP--
, (Heston, on the other hand,
iefused to commit himself on
the issue involving Section 14B
and food stamps to strikers,




contribute to work stability."
Other areas, like tobacco
and meat imports which drew
-Ktmitar responses- -from-the
candidates included:
-Both said they would
support a Constitutional
amendment to prohibit deficit
spending by the federal
government. Huddleston
aualified his answer, saying
such a ban-would need to allow
• flexibittty- 'to -deal' 'WHIT
unusual or emergency
economic conditions."
-Both agreed to oppose
national no-fault inserance
programs.
-Both agreed to maintain
the voluntary approach to
pollutionenforcing water 
regulations applying to far-




allowing greater flexibility in
the registration and use of
farm cherritcals.
-Both said they support
deregulation of energy prices,
with Huddleston stating such a
process must be "orderly."
Both also supported increased
funding for research into
gasohol and spier energy use,
and both supported the ex-
pansion of nuclear power,
including the breeder reactor.
On national health in-
surance, which Farm Bureau
opposes, Guenthner said he is
against the concept "in any
form," while Huddleston said
it could only be implemented








prompted Illinois Sen. Charles
Percy to ask for a federal
'study of the problem.
The request for the study is
Vent Fans Can Save Barnfull
Of Tobacco If Weather Poor
Ventilating fans can save a
barnful of tobacco during a
streak of poor curing weather
- "but only if they move
epough air and actually force
it through the tobaece,"
cautions George Duncan,
Extension specialist in the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"Most fans I've seen irethe
gable end of conventional
tobacco barns are too small
and do little more than short-
circuit air through nearby
wall and eave cracks," says
Duncan who is an agricultural
engineer.
He adds, . "Even large,
airplane propeller type fans
won't do the job if set up
Wrong-- so they just circulate
air around the driveway and
gable space instead of forcing
it through the tobacco."
For effective use of fans in
conventional barns, Duncan
recommends a system used by
F. W. . Rickard, a tobacco
producer in Clark County. He
has had good results with
regular belt-driven fans
placed horizontally in the
centei , bottom raitof every
Other bent.
\ The fans pull humid,
stagnant air through the
tobacco from above and blow
it toward the ground. Duncan
says that the air is forced













In this setup, sticks of
tobacco are omitted in the one
tier directly above each fan
and kept far enough away on
the sides to keep the tobacco
out of the fan. Side ventilators
or other doors are left open to
allow the ground-level moist
air to migrate out of the barn
and fresh drier air to come in
around the eave.
Good quality fans 36 to 48
inches in diameter and
powered by a one-third to
three-fourths horsepower
electric motor should do a
good job in conventional
barns, depending on size of
barn and amount of tobacco
being cured, according to
Duncan.
He bases this on research
that has established the
required fan capacity in the
special two-tier burley barns
designed for forced air yen-
tilatfOn. Proper curing control
is obtained with a fan 42 to 48
inches in diameter and a 3'4 to
1 horsepower motor per two
bests of a barn 32 to,40 feet
wide. The fan produces about
1t,000 cubic feet per minute of
pressure rated air flow.
PTO-powered fans of the
airplane propeller type have
enough capacity but must he
"harnessed" 'to force the air
through the tobacco, says
Duncan. To. make such a unit
effective, he recommends the:
following: • _
-- Place the fan in a
doorway and close off the rest
of the opening with plywood,
• metal or tarp to prevent air
from escaping and short-
circuiting the tobacco..
- -.----Lay -boards - --tnetae--
sheets on the ground -for
several feet in fraipt of the fan
to prevent dust and dirt from
blowing into the tobacco
Cw ievrer-rentilt,f,fr-
doors in the first 75-100 feet
beyond the fan, or of them
in shorter barns.
- Place baffles of plywood
2-3 feet wide, or wide boards,
in a near-vertical position at
scattered points in the -jet-
stream" to deflect the air
upward and through the
tobacco.
- Move the air baffles
around every. hour or two to
make sure all the tobacco gets
ventilated.
- Adjust the size and
position of the baffles as
necessary to prevent wind
damage and shattering of
lower tip leaves.
- move the fan to the op-
posite end as often as needed
to get equal curing conditions
throughout the barn.
"The objective of this
ventilation system is to direct.
the air upward through the
tobacco in the first portion of
the barn and then out the eave
or back down through the
other part of the barn to exit
through any open ventilator
doors," says Duncan.
Regardless of system used,
the specialist says fans should'
be operated 24 hours a day
during the first 2 or 3 weeks of
curing and during rainy or
extremely humid weather.
After about 3 weeks, he says
the fans may be operated only
during the day as necessary to
dry the tobacco, turning them
off at night to avoid bringing
in moist air.
FARMERS!















part of a bill introduced
recently by Percy to deal with
the overall problem of auto,
construction equipment and
farm equipment thefts. Stolen
antos and auto parts have
--become • a Ai billiaraaiyear
business, law enforcement
statistics show.
One focus of the harm
equipment study will be the
possible need for - the
placement of permanent
identification numbers on
components of farm equip-
Ttiefft
manufacturers - stamp a
production line number on
vehicles, but all tractors -
produced on a single line in a
given day will carry the same
number.
Percy said there is-
probable need for "unique
identifying numbers" on the
equipment, but added that he
wants to be sure the gover-
nment does not impose bur-
d_ensome -regulations
requiring farmers to purchase
costly licenses or titling
documents.
Farmers can ill-afford to
lose $75,000 combines and
$25,000 tractors to crime rings
which, in turn, often sell such
stolen equipment in .other
states or countries, Percy
noted. Experts believe that
some of the stolen equipment
is sold in Asia, Africa and
South America.
Percy praised efforts now
being coordinated by Farm
Bureau in Kentucky and some
40 other states to get farmers
to die-cut their social security
numbers on farm equipment
'to aid in its identification in
case of theft. That work is in
conjunction with state and
local law enforcement
agencies who are promoting
Operation Identification, a
plan which encourages
citizens to mark all property
as a deterrent to would-be
thieves.
A Consumer Tip
*from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Cooking meat at too high
a temperature for too long a
time actually shrinks the
meat, thus reducing the num-
ber of servings,, according to
food specialists with the
Cooperative Extension.-Serv-
ice of UK's_ College of Agri-
culture. It also lets More
juices escape, which affects






specifications forfor meat used
by volume buyers and sellers
have been changed to cover
some fresh pork and beef
-items-not previously included,
according to Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Agriculture
Sydney J. Butler.
Butler said in Washington,
D.C., that some minor
technical and editorial
--changes also have been made





(IMPS) developed-by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's
(USDA) Food Safety and
Quality Service in cooperation
with the meat industry, are
used in USDA's meat ac-
ceptance service. This is a
voluntary program provided
for a fee in which USDA
graders, on request, examine
meat products bought in large
quantities to assure they meet
contract terms.
To order copies of the
amendments to the fresh pork
and beef IMPS, or for raore
information about the
program, -write the Meat
Quality Division, Fad Safety
and Quality Service, U.S.
Department Of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C. 20250.
Copies of* the IMPS are not
available from USDA but







more than 100 years ago by
an American, Joseph Far-
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Were a farming community . and the
people around here have special finan-
cial needs We'll service those needs the
best way we know how.. with complete
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Phi Beta Lambda Members
Attend Two-Day Program
The Eaton Corp. and the
National 4„eqdership Institute
sponsored a twt-day program
for- -Tra&Reeikee-Ketttiteity—r-
Students in Free Enterprise
- Cifl Oct. 6-7 in Bowling Green.
Sonny Davis, president of he
National Leadership Institute,
conducted the program.
Members of the Delta
Gamma chapter of Phi Beta
Lambda were selected to
represent Murray State,
University in this program.
Those who attended were
Clore,- Harrisburg1114
T' Annette Hall, Bloomfield,
Mo.; - Sara Kirk, Benton;
;Helen Wilson, Fancy Farm;
and chapter advisor, Dr. Gary
discuss and develop positive,
specific programs dealing
with free enterprise.
session in April 1979 will be
judged for ,their projects
dealing with free enterprise.
The first-place school will win
$2,000; second place, $700; and
-third place, WO. The judges
L.- will consist of five to 10
distinguished business people.
The Murray _ State- PBL
encourages all business and
community leaders to submit
_their-free -enterprise project
Ideas o the PBL chapter,
Those interested may contact
Dr. Brockway in the
marketing department at 762-
$196 es-Dr. Buddy Krizan in




Students in Free Enterprise
is a competitive program for
business students from ap-.
proximately 15 colleges in
Tennessee and Kentucky. The
-competition 4 is based upon
- which college can develop the
most innovative and effective
prtigfitilfs-T6f OrojecEng The
positive side of the free en-
terprise system on the campus
and in the community.
' Tire attending the con-
ference had the opporunity to
•
Phi Beta Lambda is a
national business fraternity
for any interested student.
PIIL members will be at-
-tendtng- the- nor "leaders-Up
conference at the•Sheraton Inn
in Louisville on Oct. 12-14. The
next meeting is scheduled for
4:30 p.m. Oct. 26 in Room 306
of the busines building.
Hello, stranger
Searching tor answers to all those who/what, where
questions about your new city?.
As four WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
tulip you get aver the hurdles at being .a-neVICalWer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community into
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be One of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.
3.{f.
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-5570
llllll 111111 tit itt ttttttttt Itit ttillallegaliMINUNININIal
XL-12 Chain Saw W/16" Bar
• Exclusive SAFE-T-TIP, prevents kickback, keeps
you in control_
a Almost one million of these saws built and sold
U Lightweight and powerful
•High performance 3.3 cubic inch engine
• Power to cut logs up to 3 thick. 
•
Sug. List Price $249.95
Our Price $19996
Homeliie Chain Saws are always on sale





35 Min. From Murray







ftle International Pain Control Institute is presently
engaged in what is the most extensive research pro-
gram ever undertaken by the chiropractic profession.
This research is directed toward determining the re-
lationship between health problems and spinal  mis-
alignments    and utilites a screening process called
Contour Analysis.
Volunteers-are being sought for screening. Contour
Analysis enables taking a three-dimensional picture
(called Moire photography) of the topography of the
surface of the spine to detect spinal stress deviations, This analysis will be correlatexIiwith leg
deficiency, patient symptomatology, and levels of spinal tenderness. An analysis of this type
can reveal such things as normal and abnormal stress paterns, spinal curvature, muscle spasms,
muscle imbalance, spinal distbrtions, end %cellos's.
This is a public service program for participating volunteers. The doctors are contributing
their time, service, end facilities for the program.
nevy.-posedfiye-ziattimergy
package will have a major
impact on controlling inflation
and shoring up the American
dollar overseas, according to
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.,
who called the bill the major
accomplishment of the 95th
Congress.
Ford said the energy
program will, for the first
time, demonstrate to the rest
of the world that America is
"determined to find stability
in the atea of energy and
reduce its growing depen-
dence on other countries in
meeting .present and future
energy needs." •
In his statement, supplied
by Ford's press aide, the
senator said "the effect (of the
energy program) won't be
immediate and improvements
certainly will be needed in the
coming years to strengthen
and refine the Jegisiatiorrwe
passed."
He said, however, that
America now has "a com-
prehensive blueprint which
charts the course this country
must take to resolve the un-
certainty about present and
future energy needs."
If Congress bad •talled to
enact the legislation, Foro
said he didn't believe the next
Congress would be willing to
tackle a similar proposal
again.
"So much time --ilearly,tro
years - was spent on this one
particular measure that we
fell far behind in other im-
portant areas," he added.
Ford said the other major
legislation enacted Sunday -
the $18.6 billion tax reduction
act - fell short of what- he
would have preferred.
"We could have had a much
better bill. This bill doesn't go
far enough in providing relief
for middle income wage
earners and small
.busisnessmen," he continued.
-Even though I'm not
satisfied, I guess this bill is
better than none at all."
Ford, who stayed on the
floor during the two-day
marathon session, said he
wanted to keep watch on





deregulation and airport noise
control, and the local rail
service act.
By the time it adjourned late
Sunday, the House had passed
Anyone rvishing to be a volunteer may telephone participati•
t ion or an appointment.





DISCUSS, OXEN - Noah Wallace, Dover, Tennessee discusses oxen-with Mike
• whom TVA employee, during the Opening of The Homeplace-18303unday, October
8, 1978. More than 2500 people attended (he special observance held at the two-
generation reconstructed farm in TVA's land Between The Lakes.
• (TVA Photo by Sieve:fay)
_
Sen. Fora Claims New Energy
Package Will Control Inflation
WASHINGTON (AP) -The all but the noise reduction bill, railroads is alleged.
That mencurp,  sinhijr+1 "This-aiXiendment-shouici-lie
already passed the Senate,
was therefore killed and will
havejo be re-introduced when
the 96th Congress convenes in
January.
The rail bill includes Vord's
amendment which will give
shippers the ability to petition
the Interstate Commerce
Commission directly in cases
where inadequate or unsafe
delivery of service by
of major assistance to the





He said the cigarette
bootlegging bill will be a
major deterrent to the illegal
trafficking in cigarettes which
-causes a major drain on
state and local tax revenues."
C
State ransportation Program Ives Rides
To Elderly, Handicapped Kentuckians
FRANKFOR,T - Elderly
and handicapped Kentuckians
were really taken for a ride
161,000 rides, in (act, the first
half of this year - under a
public transportation
iirogram _sponaorod. -by the
state • Department of Tran-
sportation. •
The department reports that
total ridership in the effort
increased nine percent over
the first half of 1977, while
participation by 'people
confined to wheelchairs has
more than doubled.- . •
For two years the depart-
ment has helped provide
vehicles for non-profit groups
that fill special transportation
needs. Small buses or vans are
purchased through the
program with 80 percent
federal money and 10 percent
state and local shares. Last
year the program received
about $425,000 in federal
funds.
Transportation Secretary
Calvin Grayson said that local




"When two or more agen-
cies share a van or bus, they
can split the expenses and also
serve more people," said
Grayson. "This kind. of
coordination allows us to
operate on a very cost-
effective basis."
The average vehicle in the
program logs over 15,000
miles and carries more than
5,000 people each year,
Grayson said. About 94 per-
cent of the users are elderly or
handicapped, and over one-
thirdot un-wes-SCSr4iditiP444
nutrition programs or medical
needs.
Grayson said a new van or
bus is not always needed to
provide transportation ser-
vices. "Many agencies find
that they can save money by
contracting with another
group -or * taxi operator, -*-










12:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
With Lunch Provided..
tocatedon 121 By-Pass Near
16th St. Intersection
"Came and Be With Us"
limbo/MeltAmerica's largest Antenna Manufacturer
-Ike Your Worn Out
'Antenna Time For
aWhw Sports!
Super Color spe6u aby Archers__
Signal splitter included
with purchase of Arch-
er Super Color Spectal
Separates UHF/VHF/











See what you've been missing! New hit shows, football excite-
Tent and 'much more come alive with sharp color or crisp black
and white--on all channels. FM stereo reception is clearer,
-tdo. Factory preassernbled to install quickly with a Gold
Alodized® finish that withstands rust and corrosion caktsed by
harsh winter weather. Made by Radio Shack in our own U'S A.
factories—Super Color' Special is an investment in super
viewing for years to come! .15-1709
•
PLA‘ IT SMART RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 57 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN ELECTRONICS'
Olympic Plaza
12th StreefOurray
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Consumerwatch
More To Buying A House Than
Finding Right Place To live
By 'LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer _
There's more to buying a
house than finding the right
place to live and taking out a
mortgage. Closing costs can
complicate the purchase and
add hundreds or even.
thousands of •dollars to the
already -steep erice of your
Tieve home, and it pays to be
prepared.
When you apply for a loan,
,the lender is required by
federal law to give you a copy
of a government booklet on
settlement or closing costs.
The lender also-must give you
a nonbinding. • 'good fent.'
estimate of most of the closing
charges. The law does not
wise to investigate.'
Some closing costs stem
from legal requirements;
others are a matter of custom.
.You may be able to negotiate
with the Seller to split. the bill
for some of the costs. Here is a
-hat -ef the mast -common
Title search - A title or
abstract company or lawyer
Will search previous owner-
ship records to establish the
right of the current owner to
sell the property to you.
_Title miurance - A whey
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define "good-faith;" if the problems which
 iN difftitirty from revealed by the title search. In
the estimate, you would be-80Trie areaStie buyer payibr
the policy: in others, it is the
seller's responsibility. Either
way, it protects only the
lender. If you want title in-
surance for yourself, you need
your own policy. •
Attorney's fees - If the sale
is a .complicated one,, it is a
good -idea to hire your own
lawyer. The -lawyer who
represents the lender or the
seller Is no responsible for
protecting your interests. You
will, of course, have to pay the
fee for .any lawyer you hire.
You also may be required to
pay the fee for "the lender's
attorney.
Survey - The lender May
require a survey to determine
the precise location of the
house and the property. You
were not
ROAD DOG- Mike The ‘A'onder Clog drives a garden tractor with corn filled,traiier
in a circle to-attract attention to a produc e stand near Burlington, Wash,
Black Smoke Pours Flinn The
Sistine Chapel Smokestack Today
By EDWARD MAGRI
Associated Press Writer "
VATICAN CITY {AP! -
Smoke poured from the Sistine
Chapel smokestack today, but
can save money if you get the the Vatican radio said it was
seller to give you his or her old black again, meaning that the
Isitrur_y_ans1 affirtaY11.-ilt rdrchn.ds ef- the- 'Refttgft
stating that no changes have
been made in the structures on
D the property that would
overlap the boundaries.
Loan origination fee - A
charge made by the lender to
cover the administrative cost
of the loan. It is usually a
small percentage of the face
E value of the mortgage.
Mortgage discount "points"
- A one-time payment to the
measure lender 'in cases where the
47 Recede Interest rate on the mortgage
49 Siamese na- is less than the going rate for
five other types of loans. Each months.







































53 SYrnbollor Federal Housing
tellurium Administration and Veterans
Administration regulations
require someone other than
the buyer to pay the discount.
If the seller has to foot the bill
_ for -points," he or she may.
- raise the price of the house to
make up the difference. I
Mortgage insurance
.premiums -A fee paid to a
company or government
agency which guarantees the
lender against loss if you are
unable to make payments.
(Do not confuse this type of
insuraht• with mortgage life
or disability policies designed
th.nay,oftlbe.Loan in the_event.
of disability oe death.
Catholic Church failed to Pled
a new pope on their fifth and
sixth ballots.
The Vatican broadcast said
the smoke was "very black"
and that there was no doubt
that thecardinals were still
deadlocked in their search for
a successor to Pope John Paul
The burst of smoke at 11:18
a.m. (6:18 a.m. EDT) came
earlier than any other mor-
ning signal in the two papal
eleetions_ in the past' two
white smoke to be sent up
immediately upon the election
of the pope. But when there is
no election, the ballots are
burned after two votes and
black smoke is sent up.
The black smoke that rose
twice from the chimney on the
chapel roof Sunday ,to signal
the inconclusive balloting
disappointed the crowds
filling SL Peter's Square. But
it had been generally
predicted-that there would be
no repetition of the ex-
traordinary and surprising
unity that elected Pope John
Paul 1 in one day of voting on
Atig. 26.
Most conclaves this century
lasted three days or more.
I GAVE BLANKET
TO EUPORA, AND I Lumr.
40U TO GET IT BACK
FOR ME ...I PON'T CARE
HOW 'CU PO IT!
WHY DON'T YOU
GET A JOB LIKE
  THE OTHER
•





































HERE'S THE WORLD FAMOUS
215C0 DANCER ABOUT
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IF YOU DON'T LIKE IT










A total of 75 votes - two-
thirds plus one of the lib_
cardinals voting - is required
for election. Before the con-
clave began Saturday. there
were indications that the
cardinals were once again
splis- into a conservative bloc
led by 'TT:year-ad -rartilinit
Giuseppe Sin i of Genoa and a
moderately progressive bloc
I 
'led by Cardinal Giovanni
Benelli, the 57-year-old ar-
chbishop of Florence.
"We lack the consensus on
three or four names we had in
August," Cardinal Marcelo'
Gonzalez Martin, the Spanish
primate from Toledo, said
before the conclave.
One key issue dividing the
cardinals was collegiality. the
eis4,. LEGAL NOTicE  
A PERIODIC settlement of
accounts has been filed in the




Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
October 25, 1978, the date of
hearing
Frances W. Shea, Clerk.
A PERIODIC settlement of
accounts has been filed in the





must be filed in the Calloway,-
District Court on or before.
October 25, 1978, the date of
hearing.
Fraryem-orsnek-cierk.
A PERIODIC settlement of
accounts has been filed in the'




Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or &fore
October 25, 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
A PERIODIC ,settlement of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Department for Human
Resources, committee for-
Dewey -Lewis,- incompetent. -
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
October 25, 1978, the date of
hearing.
'Frances W. Shea, Clerk,
A FINAL settlement' of ac-
count, here beerr Med in the
Calloway District Court by
Harvey Ellis, Administrator,
of the estate of Porter
• Charlton, Deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
October 25, 1978,_the date of
F esherarnicng.
W. Shea, Clerk._
A FINAL settlement of ac-
• cOunts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
. Anna Napier, Ekecutrix, of.
the estare of Emmett Napier,
Deceased. Exceptierie to MIS
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or befbre October 25, 1978,
the dote of hearing.
Frances W. Shea,  Clerk, 
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed' in the
- Calloway District Court by
CA-ri R Etn-delpis
Keller, Executor, of the
esti?. Of Edgar H. Overbey,
Deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before October 25, 1978,
the date of hearing.
; rances W Shea, Clerk
practice of a pope basing the
policies of the church on
consultation with the rest of
the bishops around the world
instead of . the advice -of -Ate
conservative-dominated
Vatican- Curia, the central
bureaucracy of the church.
-for--H--years-Pop-
Paul VI's closest collaborator,
and his group favor con-
tinuation of Paul's policy of
close collaboration with the
bishops and moderate en-
couragement ef new ex-
periments with religion. But in
an interview published
Friday, Sin i dismissed
collegiality as a bad tool for
government and asserted that
strict discipline was
necessary in the church.
Area School Boards
To Meet On Tuesday
School board members and
school administrators from 17
discuss 1980 legislative
proposals, legal issues and
new service programs at the
annual meeting of the First
Region of the Kentucky School
Boards -Association (ICSBA)
scheduled for Tuesday,
October 17 at 7:00 p.m. at
Marshall County -High School
in Benton. •
School boards are beginning
early to formulate their 118(
legislative proposals to im-
prove the programs for
Kentucky's school children,
according to KSBA President
Dr, J. E. Johnson. Board
members will study possible
legislative proposals, and
rank them in priority order.
'Other major topics Ati*.
*discussed at the Oct
meeting „are employee
- relalions, the newly formed
Kentucky Council of School _
-Board Attorneys arid two new
programs for school boards in
the area of Workers' Com-
pensation and Unemployment
Compensation, offered by the
Kentucky School Boards
Insurance Trust.
Leonard Elrod, chairman of
the McCracken County Board
of Education, is chairman of
the First -Region. Joe Dyer,
chairman of the Calloway
e..ounky..fioatd oi Education."
serves ae-regional vice-




Other KSBA ogicials atf
tending the meeting will in-
clude gill land, member of
the Eminence Board of •
Education and vice-president
of KSBA; Dr, Donald Wight,
member of the Crittenden
County Board of Education
and a member of the KSBA
executive committee; and
Robert Harriford, member of
the . Paducah Board of
Education and.a member of
the KSBA executive com-
mittee. • •
The KSBA First Region
includes the school districts of













Kentucky children and to
strengthen local citizen„
control of public education.
ih.mcdtizil Rub CLASSIFIED ADS • 
1. LEGAL NOTICE
A PERIODIC settlement Of
accounts has been filed -in the




Exceptions to this settleenent
must be filed in the Calaway
District Court on or before
October 25, 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk. 
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Bob Hays and Reba Wilson,
Co executors, of the estate of
Bon Canter, Deceased.
--- Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed -In the Calloway
District Court on or before
October 25, 1978, the date Of
hearing.
Frances W Shea, Clerk. 
SALE OF BOAT. Pursuant tO
K .R.S. 376.280 the following
• boat will be sold at public
auction:
70' Cargile, Registration No.
K Ya3013D_
Time: October 28, 1978, 1100
A.M.
Place: Harbor Hill Marine,
Rt. 3, Murray, KY.
Terms: Cash on date of s-afe.
Purchaser shall be
responsible for removal of
property from premises
within 10 days-of sale.
Boat may be inspected
• during regular • business




have been made in the
Calloway District Court. All
clairlis against these-estate5
should be filed with the
Fiduciary within six months
of date of qualification.
Homer Shackelford, New
Concord, K y., Decd.'
Joe Dick, Lynn Grove High-
way, Murray, Ky., Executor.
Carlton Outland, 1809 College
arm, Rd., Murray, Ky.,
Decd. •
Maurice Ryan, 1213 Dogwood
Dr , Murray, Ky., Executor.
R. A. Slinkker, Rt. 7,
Murray, Ky., Decd.
Gus Robertson, Jr., - Rt. 7,
  -Murray, Ky., AdminiStrator.








Under the supervision of the Mayor and the City
Council, will be responsible for carrying out a Com-
munity Development Block Grant Program.
DUTIES MUM
General supervision, handle accounts, coordinate
operations, public relations with other- agencies.
citizen particiPation functions, prepare reporting
systems for local officials and HUD.
REQUIREMENTS:- '
B.S. Degree in ' urban. Planning, Public Ad-
ministration, Management preferred. Needs
minagerial skills; basic construction knowledge
and familiarity with federal programs.
SALARY:
,Corrimensurate with education and experienr.
.,Haael Wan equal opportunity eitiployer
- SEND RESUME TO:
CITY OF MAZEL























PK INS, for the kids. Also pie,
freezer, canning and eating
pumpls. Pete Henson, Old
• MurraPacis Rd. Phone:
-753-2542.
We now have the
Love Studio negatives.
If you had pictures
made at Love's during
the past 25 years, we






We copy and restore old
photographs
REDUCE SAFE 8. FAST
with GoBese Tablets & E-








WHAT WE do best is care
Needline, 753-6333.
5. LOST & FOUND
LOST: MINI GOLD mesh
Purse. near Carter School,
small reward. 753-5620. 
6. HELP WANTED 
BABYSITTER in or around
Kiresey area. Must have
references. For working
time, call 489 2746 before 9
am and after 7 pm. 
BABYSITTER IN my horniee-:4
Week day afternoons. Own
transport ion and
reference 'red. Call 753,
9520, after 
DISHWASHER "WANTED.
-Apply at Hungry Bear in
person, day shift. 
EXPERIENCED 'Framer
and mat cutter to work part
time. Please reply giving
experience and references to
P.O. Box 32 D, Murray, Ky.
42071. 
MATURE RELIABLE
FEMALE to care for 4 year 
oldand 5 month old girls in
my home. Hours: 8:30 am-2
pm. Mon. Fri., light house
work. Must have own
transportation. Call 753 3493
after3 pm. 
MAINTENANCE MAN. Full
time, 40 hour week. Apply in
person, Regal 8, 517 S. 12th









resume to Roy John-
son Chevrolet, P.O.
Box 158, Dover, Tn,
37058.





Waitresses, part time or full


























































































































































































































LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
A. HELP WANTED 
NEED BABYSITTER FOR 4
year old 10 am 5 pm and 1





year olds, department of
Navy will hire 4. Starting Pay
5397-460 per month. Elec
Ironies, avietion.fielcIs and
mechanical fields. We
provide training, room and
board. Call Navy (5432)-53-
EXTRA HOURS earns you
$500 per 1000 stuffing en-
velopes with our circulars.
For information write £3. S
Enterprises, 6750 Hetzler
Rd., Middletown, Ohio 45042 
EARN MONEY NOW. Take
orders for costume jewelry.
Call Lisa Co. for free catalog
on toll free 800-631•1258.
12. tt4SURAN-CE 
HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
75% DISCOUNT If YOU
QUALITY $EE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURAIKE NNW-
REAL ESTATE - 302 N. 1211.
5.
13. SALE OR TRADE
1951 FORD PICKUP, with
Chrysler Heni- engine and
automatic, body: fair con-
dition. Call 759-1813 after 4
14. WANT TO BUY
GOOD USED PIANO, Call
136,5485. 
WANT TO BUY a used
oedroom suite. Call 753-23/7. 
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
ANTIQUE UPRIGHT Piano,
needs work, $100 or best
offer. Call 436-2547.-
ARRIVING DAILY. Just
received a load of used
refrigerators w -and deep
freezers. Color and black.
white tvs. Murray Ford
Tractor, 4th and Sycamore.
759-4895. • • ---- -----
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel,
tripple wall pipe 6" X 30",
$17.88. I nstulation kit, $26.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
CORR-ELLE Expressions,
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
$.39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. 
CHAIN SAW chains, Is inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,




with glass doors and wire
mesh draw screens. All sizes
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
HOME MADE QUILT,
maple leaf design, queen
size. Priced at $60. Call 753-
2601 or see at 506 Vine. 
MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN'. 
4 NEW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160,
Phone: 753-7393. 
10 SPEED BICYCLE, like
new, $50. Call 492-8832 before
5 pin.
SWING-A•MATIC with
gradle and swing. Infant
carrier, baby clothes, size 12
materniW-clOtheS, Horrielite
chain saw. Call 753-8832. 
SMALL WHEEL UTILITY
tilt trailer. Suitable for golf
cart. Located at Lake Shore
Dr. Box Cr. 98, priced $200.
436-5407.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
tWe Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Floraiture or Ap-
gibaces-  -----




Servile in Paducah call 1-
443.6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760." 
FOR SAE: Sears Best
Power-Mate vacuum
cleaner. 5 months old, ex-
cellent condition. 753-0584.
is. sawisto MACHINES 
FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machine, Zig Zag, all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully grrrented. Full
testi price. $3950. Pine,W
can be arranged, call Martha
Hopper 1 334 6521 or




prods by Shox Stock, model
E-24, $9.99: model HD-30,
411.99, Sabre 6 model, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
FARMER SPECIAL, fence
controls, .by Shcix Stock,
electric or battery op-






sheeting for underpinning or
roofing. Marshall County
Monuments in Draft inville,
Ky. --hwy 68 at Purchase
Parkway. 
24. MISCELLANEOUS
36. ItEMT OR LEASE 
OFFICE OR Store space for
rent. South 641, call 492-8634. 
SPACIOUS Ns ACRE corner
--tot for-traileti-behveeetwv--94
east and 280 near East
Elementry School. Wooded
area on west side of lot. Call
753-7405  after 5 pm.
FREEZER -BEEF. Chcrice-
grain fed•aged beef. Front
quarter $.85 cents a, pound,
whole or side $.95  .cet#s-
quarter $1.05
cents- a po-Und hanging _
we'ght --Food--sterrtos--tte,- -
cepted . We also do custarn
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 64243201. One
mile north of Paris on old
Murray road.
26. TV-RADIO
all new carpet, glass sliding










AT40 X 60 FOOT -building, suitable for workshop, air
compresser supplied. 1215









TWO DUPLEX LOTS for
. sale at reasonable price.
Both lots for a total price of
only $6500. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 43-1222. 
/C•r6
tallion.
MARE IN Foel, mute con
-71VONTAIESITATE:THS PRICE -0E-11.05s Call 435 4331. 
38. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
Mute _PAINT 15 P'ROBABLY GOING UPAKC ALASKIAN Mala
-17oPPY 6 months, ternater-WHILE WEiRE 'DISCUSSING IT n_
make nice pet, shots and
wormed. 753-9390, 
43. REAL ESTATE  43. REAL ESTATE =AXE GERMAN-SHEPHERD- -- -- - - - -






Bernard puppies, 4 male, 5
female. Call 753-5696. 
ADORABLE AKC
REGISTERED Cocker
1978 ZENITH STEREO, 8 Spaniel puppies, $70. Call 753-
track cabinet type. Coll 753- 
1943 after 5 pm Mon. through
5419. Fri. After 9 am, Sat. and Sun. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES  AKC MINATURE MALE
FOR SALE, 12 X 64 Vice.ray, 
.tDinaychshpuahrdentspup(p5ies.2 ifbrsorn),
3 B-R, all electric, washer and champion blood line, $75
dryer, side by side each. Call 1-527-9700.
refrigerator-freezer, range,
INTRODUCTORY OFFER.
$9 for grooming all breeds of
rrtedium and small dogs
October 16 through October
30 at Sudsbury Park. We1974 12 X 60 mobile home. 
Call 753-6151. 
groom with Tender Loving
Care. By appointment only.
TWO pa Mobile home, 1 1,2 Call 759-A140, 9 to S. Monday
bath, copper tone kitchen, -Itirenjgh-Fricter-- --- - 
MINIATURE Schnauzer,
AKC, 4 months old male will
be smal I S50. Call 435-4481. 
MINIATURE PINSCHERS
commonly called miniature
Doberman. 7.11 inches, 8-10
pounds full grown. AKC
blood line. Call 753-5421 after
5 pm.
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat.
All new carpets. Cal 759-4085
or 753-5816. 
12 X 60, 2 BR, extra nice. Call
489-2774.
1975 12 X 60, 2 BR, un-
furnished, all electric, like
new. See at Riveria Ct. 753-
3280 before 5, or 436.2430
after-A..-
12 X 60 1971 mobile home, 3
bedroom pith city lot new
carpet and new aluminucn
underpinning. Call 753-1871__
29. HEATING & COOLING 
HEATERS Electric, Mat
thews 4000 w., 4 stack, 53,1.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
KING Automatic wood
heaters, $159.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
SEARS BEN FRANKLLIN
stove. Extra nice. Phone 753
5510. 
31. WANT TO BENT
SINGLE MALE (non-
Student) Is seeking' a ;fur-
nished 'apartment, trailer or
house. Please call 753.3524
after 6 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT-SOUTHSIDE
Manor, HUD subsidized
apartments for the elderly.
One BR now available, rent





Street, heat and water fur-
nished. $125 per month. Call
753-2964 or come by apart-
ment 10 am - 2 pm Saturday. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
HOUSE FOR RENT, N. 12th.
St. Newly decorated.
!Tied. ,COvple. consider
,small child, no pets,
references. Call 435-4138.








PRICE NIAR CUT $1.50









For Sale By Owner
Call 1442-784-8
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedrooni brick, two full
ceramic baths,., huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,006.
Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owerisppro, Ky: 42301
  PHONE
- 502-68514961 -
1-5004+- -EX chcce ri -17T-STO
county road. Call 436.2473,  brick home, 3 bedrooms,
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING large
.
 kitchen, living rom
lots in K ingswood, Westwood with fireplace, 21/2 car
and Grove Heights. Some of carport, concrete drive, gas
these lots are gently sloping heat. 753-5496, 753-7199. 
for your special design, ..ci:N.Paplai-Bentormb,
other's level and most are
wooded. Build and save plus
save on city taxes. Priced





Cockel Spaniel pups, 3
months old, one Male, blond,
Cockel Spaniel 6 Months,
one female, 2 years old, due
J/1_ _tWD__ weeks, party color.
489-2592. 
43. REAL ESTATE
ARE YOU LOOKING for a
- house in the county but are
on a tight budget? Take a
look at this two bedroom, one
bath house In ic. trissale. 15..150
has a living room, nice
kitchen and eating area.
There is a large garage with
work area and for the fixer-
upers a large unfurnished
upstairs that could easily be
made into a third bedroom.
Priced at $15,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-







2 BR, 1 bath home
located on No. 16th
Street just 300 ft. off
Hwy. 121 by-pass, lot
almost one acre, zon
for business, $11,500..
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Vt1 Nall 753 4868
Mary Beth Smith 753 3381
Morel Brandon 753 1513
Don Tucker 753 1930
60 ACRES OF SALE in New
Providence community. Just
listed this farm which is all
fenced and•crossifencecl with
approximately 7 acres of
wooded land, liacres of good
bottom land and the rest in
pasture. Also on lovely
hillside is well and septic
system ready for .hookup
With trailor or new home. All
this at a realistic price-Low
30s. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. 
40 ACRES FOR sale. 30 acres
tendabte with tobacco barn
and allotment, 2 miles west
of Crossland on Stateline
Rd., $25,000. Call 753-5532. 
ACREAGE FOR RENT,
Approximately 30 acres 2
Miles west of Crossland on
Stateline Rd. Available for





With The Friendly Touch"
TO , TELL THU'
TRUTH Is both the
name of a TV show & a
firm rule of our
business. We prefer to
tell you the WHOLE
STORY. We have sold
over 200 pieces of Real
Estate since March 1st
and if you want to
really sell your Real







With The Friendly Touch"
236 acre farm at $500
per acre. 134.acres of
excellent cropland







Crossland in Tenn. -
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
5 BEAUT4PUL Atee5 in
New Providence. Private
drive to property which
includes mobile home and
older home which needs
repairs. Buy this and have
that showplace you have










With The Friend13, Touch"
THE HILTON it ain't -
but it is a heckava
good buy! 4 room
frame with 2 bedrms.
and' 1 ̀ 2 bath. Extra
wide 1.6 acre lot on
Hwy. 94 E. near
Brown's Groce4.





large 3  bedroom, 2 both home
on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air and many nice
features Priced in mid 40's.
Located only minutes from





R L TO RS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7611861
afford you and seize the
opportunity to make it your
own today business plus
fixtures and merchandise..












and out There are 2
apartments each with 2
bedrooms and bath.
Each apartment has
ran e, disposal and new
Bad Nall 153 4868
Bolli Smith 753 3383
Hazel Reenier 753 1513






FOR SALE BY 6NER.
New England Salt Box, 4 BR,
2 baths, rustic kitchen
cabinets with microwave,
disposal and pantry. Break-
fast area. Large great rotim
With WOod•1511Yelhg fireplace. •
Solid oak floors and stair- WOODED. 2 ACRES with
way. Decorated throughout trailor pole, septic tank and
with wallpaper, extra well. White rock drive. Call
storage. 2 car garage and
wood shed. Located on 150 X
255 feet tot ton Hermitage Pl.




Since 1 95 6-
753-5646
UNIQUE ONE LEVEL
Design for easy relaxed
living! Master bedroom with
sitting room and bath area,
 den with fireplace, plus all
,.the n_ecessitieS, ICiCatecr On
large country lot, perfect for
yOur family to aoldy. Call
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492. 
Tic tr. si ki
Income property, has 3 faits.
leased Upstairs would make
another good apt., with very
little investment. Call 753-
3263 fee Adak.
-Ongrof the better homes and
farm in Calloway County is
this 75 acres of bottom land.
3 bedroom, bath and half












located near the university
this home has fireplace in
w.ww, .vvirwre woo Ilk nicely
decorated throughout with
attractive paneling and wall
to wall carpeting. This price
is right for a fast sale in the








44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR RENT OR SALE
acre lot ready to move on,
city water, $30. per month
with option to buy. Roberts
Estate, _ 3 miles east of
Murray. Cali 753-3745. 
FLORIDA LOT, Will sell or
trade for properly in
Calloway County, corner lot
bounded on two sides by salt
water canal, one block from
intercoasta I waterway, 3
blocks from Atlantic ocean.
Riperian rights on ocean
front. Located in F lager
mgmaimmumgm...6 Beach, approx 10 miles
North on Al A from Daytonia
Purdom & Thurman Beach,I5 miles from St
Augustine. City water tap onInsurance &lea! Estate fee paid. Fish in Intercoastal
waterway or ocean. Small
town, ideal retirement spot.
For further information call
436-2289 after 5 pm. 
LOTS-NEAR KY. LAKE.
Large lakeview lots T & M
Oak Park Manor, $30 down,




RARE FIND FOUND Ideal
for restaurant or Music barn.
Its an antique general store
that's loaded with charac-
ter.., wide stairway with




Search thru this business for
the many advantages it eoutd- 40 ACRES of good iand:-28----11/3 MAVERteK, V-8, 4-000r
sedan, mechanically A-1,
interior, white leather, very
good: Factory air, power and
radio. Town mileage, 18,
road 25. 5695, Call 436-5548.
46. NoMES FOR SALE 
BY OWNER, nice 2 large
BR, large living room with
dining area, khchen, bath,
large garage. Call 753-2770. 
electric, central heat and air,
fully carpeted, large lot near
KY. Lake. Call 436-2473. 
EXCELLENT. - IN-
VESTMENT, two befit-Nth,-
one bath- home Iciegjaean N
1601. street...juet ""M feet off
Hwy 121 Bypass, lot almost





white frame, 2 bedroom
home. House has basement,
electric stove, refrigerator
and dishwasher. Priced in





Extra nice, 16,000 miles. Call
753-9951. -
53. SERVICES OFFERER 
.DO YOU need stuMps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? Vre
can remove stumps up to 21"
below the ground, leavin
pickups s oc a
Murray Ford Tractor, 759-
4895. Financing can be
arranged. 
1974 VW SUN BUG, good
condition. Call Sun.-Thur.
anytime, 759-4187.
50. USED TRUCKS 
1974- CHEvItoLET- pickup,
automatic, air, good con.
dition, $1995. 1970 .Ford
'pickup With eaMPer, $7W'
Call 439-2595. 
1972 FORD BRONCO, V-8
with winch. Call 435-4467. 
1974 JEEP Renegade, ex-
cellent conditiont Call 437
4285. 
1968 PICKUP truck, 100. Call
753-3914.
1977 CR 125 HONDA, like 
51. CAMPERS 
new, for-more Informatioo WHITES CAMPER SALES.
call - 492-8460 your local Star Craft dealer.
1977 HONDA' 750, 7500 miles,
loaded with extras, priced to . 
accessories Non-toxic
sett, $1500 firm. Catt 436-2S47. 
CAMPer_antLfreeZe, s3..” per.
4 miles from
1974 HONDA, 125 Elsinore, 
gallon. Located 
needs some work, $225. Call  




condition, $325. Call 492-8102 
SERVPLIANICEG TEZIED-R and-ttok -oA, -- oixosT -"All p.
refrigeration work. Also
-cair 
753:0762 after 5 pm. - 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895. 
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway and South Marshall
County. Hurry before the
rainy season starts. 753-0418. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Heegel,






estimates. Call 759-4085 or
753-5816. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete lobs, call 436-
CARPET2562 after   5 
CLEANING,Pm   at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom.
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
YAMAHA 400-YZ racing
bike, $400. Call 489-2149. •
48. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN,
49. USED CARS
1973 CUTLASS S. bower
brakes, steering, windows,
AM-FM stereo tape, swivel
bucket seats with console,
factory wheels, half vinyl
roof. Sharp. Call 753-3227
after 5 pm and ask for David. 
1973 CONTINENT1AL Town
Coupe. Leather interior,
stereo, extra clean. 492-8646
days, 753 2936 nights and
Sun.
1971 CHEVROLET' MONTE
CARLO, with extrp_a. Also 1
trailer camper. Cheap. Call
753-4703 days or 759-1274
nights. 
1967 DRAGSTER, has 440
engine which is in excellent
condition. Automatic with
power steering, has - wide
tires and wheels, $800. Phone
354-6217. 
1977 DODGE ASP1N, 6 auto.
power steering, brakes,
white with green vinyl top,
'green interior, sharp Will
trade. Price, $3295. Call 759-
1161 days, 753.2738 nights. 
FOR SALE: 1973 Cadillac,
white, 4-door. Phone: 753-
5561. 
1975 GRAN PRIX
Everything on it, runs good.
Call 753 9828 after 6 pm or see
at uriversity Gulf at 5 poinnL 
1974 1REMLIN X automatic,
air, $950. Call 489-2595.
CHILDREN KEPT in My
' home full or part time. Can-
' .713-2701.
614 South I 2t1r Street
Mame (502)753-7114
Murray, Kentucky 42071
1976 LINCOLN TOWN CAR.
Sharp. Excellent condition,
39,000 actual miles, $6500.
Call 753-7588 after 5 pm. 
1966 MUSTANG GT. Con
vertable, V.8, A speed, all
original with original mag
wheels. Very nice, $2395.
Phone 753.3242
TWO EXCELLENT lots in
Keniana subdivision, on
blacktop road.Community




45. FARMS FOR SALE
tendable acres, some timber,
tobacco base, 2700 ft. hwy.
frontage, old house, tqg
smoke house, many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky. Loke, New Concord area
526,0130. Charles B.
McCuiston 753-5124.
1977 REGEL. Call 753-4991
after 5 pm.
--Complete lies of parts and--
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753 9490 or _Bob K enno,-435-
4343. - 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
neerts .
FOR ALL . YOUR 'small
carpentry, 'concrete, pain-
ting and paneling jobs call
753-9564 after 5 pm. Free
estirriktee - • 
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters -
installed per your
specifications. Call Sears







regular doors and windows,
lpic.°1;lumi-binding 
roofs. Re:S:0Sr jrna_c4.1"
work-. CH '753-2501 --atiec 5
INSULATION BLOWN IN by'
Sears, save- --on-these Nigh
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates. 
1 DO PAINTING. Call 753--
8762 ask for James. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
PIANO TUNING and repair. ."
Ceti-doe Jackson at Chtteles
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm, 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
RESPONSIBLE LADY will
, babysit. Call 901-247-5685. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basementi3 dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
tonsruction -COT; Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah: Ky.
420071.267one day or night 1420 -
WILL BABYSIT A 3 or 4 year
old in my home days. Call
759-1275. 
57. WANTED 
ACRE100.200  row crop farni-
with in 15 miles of Murray.
Good-soil, mostly level. No
realtors. Call 753-56-10-.
A LOT OF FARM
FOR A LITTLE
6SS$
76 Acres, 30 tendable, 11-2 acre tobacco base with
barn, 12 acre pond, hog lot. 24 x 24 Utility building
made of concrpte blgck. 5 Bedroom house 1".? baths,
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Ira W. Deep Dies - Virgil Atkins Dies
Sunday; Father Of Friday; Memorial
Two Murra -Womerr- Rites Here Friday
Graveside services for Fred
Viince are being held today at
two p.m. at the Elm Grove
Cemetery with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Joe Beale Outland, Lester
Vance, Raymond -Wrather,
kfeorge Miller, Alf red
Williams, and Milton Outland.
The Max Churehill Funeral
Home is in charge of the
arrangements.
• Mr, Vance, formerly of
Murray, died Friday at eight
p.m. at the Baptist East.
Hospital, Louisville. He was a
aug ters, rs. Georgemember of the Lyndon Baptist Survivors include his wife,
aura at. 'Anchorage Qlere Mrg7-rannle Page Deep,-15-4Susaal KusiYaski- Jackam- -
Term, and Miss Nancy Atkins,
he resided. He was 92 years whom he was married on Dec-- 
Franklin Park, ; one sister,
age, born Feb. 25.1886. 25, 1923: four daughters, Mrs.
/•:-. -Mrs. Ruby -- Batrrnann,
Survivors include -three Howard iMaitiernaon,
Murray; one grandchild.
daughters, Mrs. Orville -31$ Irviin, Aliarray, Mrs. Bob
Memorial services will be
1Lovelle Jones and Mrs. Carl (Peggy) 13iLlington, Dogwood
(Frances) Roper, both of
Anchorage, and Mrs. Man-
sfield Muriel) Kennedy,





Held On Sunday 3.
The funeral for Mrs. Joe W.
(Sue) Bybee. 508 Hurt Drive,
Murray, was held Sunday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Horne with Bro. Ed Davis
officiating. The song service
was led by Bobby C. Stub-
blefield with singers from the
New Concord Church of Christ




Clifford Farris, Willie Smith,
and Al K. Parker. Burial was
in the Hicks Cemetery.
Mrs. Bybee, 55, died from
injuries sustained in an
automobile accident on
Interstate 75 near Forsyth,
Ga., on Thursday at 11:53 a.m.
Her husband was also injured,
but was able to return here for
The funeral services.
The deceased was a former
employee of the Clinic
Pharmacy. She and her
husband were married Dec.
19, 1944.
-=.71iFtl, Bybee' is survived by
her husband, Joe W. Bybee;
two sons, Barry Bybee, Almo
Route One, and Buddy Bybee,
Coach Estates, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Hafton I Mary
Alice) Garner, ,Murray Route
Ttwee; two brothers, Holmes
Coleman, New Concord; and





Word has been received of
the death of One Adams of
Houston, Texas, formerly of
Calloway County, who died in
a hospital there on Saturday.
• Funeral and burial services
will be held Tuesday in
Drive. Murray, Mrs. Virgie held Friday at ten a.m. at the
WOOium, Meget4C-ertieter,"Vith-theiteEducati°n 
Association staff
• . member working as a teacher
Several Candidates Speak
To FDEA Delegates Friday
A candidate for state
superintendent of public in-
struction, a possible candidate
for that office, a candidate for
Ira
washingtoe peep _ of - ---,worming or leraTerttfr-- --lieutenant a..,..;.... -anitHaso
Park, Ill., brother of Mrs. spokesmen 
for Airididates 'in
Dover, Tenn., father of Mrs.
Howard Herndon and Mrs. 
Ruby Baumann of 1808 that race 
spoke to the ais.
Bob Billington of Murray, died. 
Belmonte Drive, Murray, died proximate
ly 120 delegates to
Friday* at a hospital at , the 
First District Education
Sunday at two p.m. at the
ElMharst, Ill. 
Association which met , at
Murray-Callowar, CountyHospital. tie was n years a . -In, was 65 years of age, a Murray State University on
age. .- Aileyne, 
• 
'
retired carpenter, and a 
Friday.
= Mt. Deep wits-...a-, retired - - -member of 




Methodist Church at Franklin "'"'""tr 
candidate for
employee • of the Stewart state superintendent, said that
County, Tehn., Highway - Park. Boni Sept.
 21' 1913, he
was the_son of the late Enlow he 
wants to make the position
Department, and a member.of a non-elective office in order
the Bethel Church of God: --tiis! and Certnuie Brannan Uo remove politics from the
Born Oct. 25, 1905, in Stewart Atkin
s. -
Survivors include his wife, 
state Department . of
County, he was the son of the
Helen ludis Atkins; 
Education. A former teacher
late George Deep and Marline
Franklin - Park, -I11.;- two 
and resident of Georgetown,
Wallace Deep. % Alleyne said he advocates a
Robe Broc off officiating.Myrtle Ratliff, Middletown,
The Max Churchill FuneralOhio; three sons, Ira W. Deep,
Home will be in charge of localJr., Columbus, Ohio, Harold
Deep, Jasper, Tenn., ,and arrangements.
Joshua Whittus Seep, Funeral services are being .. 
held in Franklin Park, Ill.,Clarkiville, Tenn. ,
with cremation to follow.Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs., Orlerre Wallace, FDover, Tenn., and Mrs. Treva mal Rites Had
Sullivan, Middletown, Ohio;
one brother, Herbert - Deep, "For G • Arnett
Middletown, 17 gran- 
.13- .
Final rites for George B.
dchildren; five great gran- Arnett of Murray Route Seven
dchildren. 
The funeral will be -held 
were held Saturday at two
Tuesday at two p.m. at the 
p.m. . at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Pleasant Hill BaPtist‘Charc"' Mime with the Rev. VirgilDover, Tenn., with the Rev.
Douglas Carr officiating. 
Blanketiship officiating and•
Grandsons will serve as 
!Ors. Otto Erwin as organist.
iiallbearers and burial will__ 
Pallbearers were 'Brown
follow in the church cemetery 
Howard, Troy TrOusdale,
by twith the arrangements he 
_James Walker, Bill Scott,
Alfred Murdock, and Leslie
Anglin F2uneral Home of 
Dover, Tenn., where friends 
Douglas. Burial was in the
may call. 
Young Cemetery. • •
Mr. Arnett, 87, died Thur-
sday at four p.m. at his home.
His wife, Mrs. Rubye Ruth
Arnett, died May 7, I975.-1le --Pectfes5i0nal -negotiations- bill
was a member of the Salem
Baptist Church.
He is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Harlan
Spann, Murray Route Seven, Action -Coanci▪ l Panel
Clifford Blalock
Dies At His Home;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Clifford Blalock of Murray
Route Six died Sunday at
p.m, at his home. His death at
the age of 68 was due to an
apparent heart attack.
Mr. Blalock operated the
Lake Stop Grocery on High-
way 94 East for 27 years
retiring in 1975. He was a
veteran of World War II and
attended the Elm Grove
Baptist Chord'''. Born March
30, 1910, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the lace John
Thomas Blalock and Ethel
Brandon Blalock.
The Calloway man is sur-
vived by his wife, -Mrs. Mabel
Cunningham Blalock, to
whom he was married on Oct.
17, 1960; two sisters, Mrs.
Burman iThelmai Parker, 809
Poplar Street, Murray," and .
Mrs Guy (Annie) Lovins,
Murray Route Six; several
nieces and nephews. •
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins and the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White officiating.
Houston. 'Burial will follow M the
Mr. Adams, 71. is survived - —by Murray Memorial Gardens.
"
ur daughters n
. -Y-777,77:;- Friends may call at the
Adams ;--Inie funeral home.
residing in Houston and
Detroit, Mich.; one sister,
Mrs. Ruby Manning, Detroit,
Mich.: three brothers, Grover
Adams. Fulton, Edgar
Adams, Hazel, and Aubrey
Adams, 801 Story, Murray.
Born April 21, 1907, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Tobe Adams













Pricrs of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp-. of Murray, are as follows.
Industrial Average  -19.05
.rPiA ir.Products .
American Motors  62,0 -
. . 4Sa vacAshland 011 '
American Telephone  • 811W
Bonanza . 71413 TWA
Chrysler.  , 114 unc
Ford Motor  45-zt -14
C A F. . .... •.... 14W -Ls
General Care 1214 171-, A
General Dynamics OS
General Motors 






Quaker Oats .......... WA A,
.111A. -14
Wal-Mart  3111
Wendy, , 31' 1132WA
According to the American
Medical Association, some 45,-
000 persons are bitten by
snakes evety year, but only









fMt --Would have the state
Board of Education elected by'
the people. The board in turn
would appoint 'a sup&in-
tendent._ _
Alieyne, who is a Kentucky
and increased teacher
retirement funds.
Keith Waltrip, speaking on,
behalf of lieutenant governor
Madisonville, said Col favors
the professional negotiations
bill and smaller class sizes.
State Rep., J. R. Gray tot
Marshall County, speaking for
lieutenant governor candidate
- Richard Lewis of Benton, said
Lewis would give support to
teacher bills .as he has in the
past.
The F'DEA delegates
selected Don Mabry of
MeCracken County as
president-elect. He will take
office next fall and succeed















ARCM CAREER - Ms. Margaret Simmons, physical education professor at Murray
State University talks with Carter Elementary fourth graders about.her teaching career.
The students are in Mrs. Jean Hurt's class which has bei:it studying different careers.
Other speakers have included Richard Valentine, director of the Community Theater
.and Dr. Charles Warner, veterinarian. From left: Mark Wallace, Tammy Wagner, Ms.
Simmons. Billy Kendtey..Bilicks to camera; Beth Prockoff and Chad Lawson. _
_ _  Jima° by icamterhkii_-_— ---
74/11111111011111111111111111111111.111111111DI ,=1111111111111111111111r 
Look At The Tax Cut
and Mrs. Glen Sinir, Elkton;
one son, Hugh Arnett, Murray
Route Seven; one sister, Mrs.
Cora Scott, Murray Route





MA YFIELD - Mayfield
Police Chief Jerry Travis says
he is planning to resign.
Travis, 32, said he will
resign at the Oct. 23 City
Council meeting "before I
become too cynical and turn
into a mean old man."
The native of Mayfield was'
appointed chief of the 33-man
police department in October
1977 when Marshall Dunkin
resigned. Travis has been a
member of the force for four
years.
have been in law en-
forcement for eight years and
it is time I got out and see
what else there is to do out
there," said -Travis. "If you
stay too long you start to get
cynical - you see so much."
Mayor Charles 0. Davis
requested in May that the City
Council reassign Travis to
assistant chief. The mayor
said at the time "we have good
bookkeeping and public
relations but poor law err
forcement."
The council rejected Davis s
request.
In announcing his
resignation, Travis said, "I
hope the public will not think I
resigned because of that" (the
mayor's request.) "I just feel
I should find out what else
there is to do out there besides
Law enforcement." Travis
said the resignation will
become effective Nov. 10.
Davis said in a recent in-
terview that he does not have
anyone to recommend for the
job. "We don't want to act
hastily," said Davis. "Some
applications are on file and I
would welcome others.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service Oct
adwarky Pordwira. Area flog_Marfiet
Rawl laelolai7111tiena Mations
Ricelpia: Ad, MM. WS Barrow, &
Gab grorty Wawam higher so..
Imaimess Aimee
sic $11.76-62 no.. 52 50
SAM .73
US1
Four Murrayans - H. J.
Bryan and Groover A. Parker
of Parker Popcorn Co. Inc.,
M.H. Ryan of Ryan's Shoe
Store and Will Ed Stokes of
Stokes Tractor and
Implement Co. Inc. - have
been appointed as Action





An article entitled "Dale
Darnel Leys: HO ideas and
His Work" by Jerry Speight.
instructor of - art at Murray
State University, was
published in the October issue
of School Arts, the Art
education Magazine for
teachers.
Lays, an assistant professor
of art at Murray State, joined
the faculty in 1977. He teaches
drawing courses.
Speight has been a member
of the faculty since 1975. His
previous teaching experience
Includes the University of
Kentucky, Brescia College in
Owensboro, Somerset Com-
munity College, and the public
schools of Trigg County and
Jasper, Ind. He has written a
number of articles for art
publications. , •
Lays, a native of Sheboygan,
Wis., has won several awards
and honors with an unusual
drawing style that is gaining
him recognition as an ex-
ceptional talent. He earned
the B.F.A. degree at the
Layton School of Art and
Design in Milwaukee and the
M.A. and M.F.A. degrees at
the University of Wisconsin.
Independent Business (NFIB)
in San Mateo, Calif., and
Washington, D.C.
NFIB is a non-profit, non-
partisan organization
representing the needs --Of.
small businesses across the
country. Founded in 1943, it
was designed to promote the
concept of free enterprise and
to give independent business a
'greater voice in shaping the
laws which govern business
and government.
The idea of the Action
Council member was
developed by NFIB President+
Wilson S. Johnson, who felt the
need for members to take a
more active role in furthering
the cause of small and in-
dependent business at the
grassroots and federal level.
Classic To Be
Presented, WKMS
"Otto of the ,Silver Hand,"
one of the popular Scribner's
Classics by author-illustrator
Howard- --Pyle, -will be
presented in eight episodes on
• 'The Spider's Web" beginning
Monday, Oct. 16, at 7:30 p.m.
on WK MS-FM Radio at
Murray State University.
Pyle's classic children's tale
launches the eighth season of.'
-The Spider's Web," an
award-winning series of half-
hour listening adventures
broadcast on more than 80.
public radio stations across
the country.
Produced by WGRH Radio
in Boston, the program is
heard Monday through Friday
al 7:30 p.m. on WKMS, a
service of Murray State.
Jeiln Hamra Selected
As State Chapter Head
Dr. Frank Julian, vice
president for 'student
development and Mrs.
lanette Thurman, director of
the university's personal
enrichment center, were
among the speakers par-
ocipating in the two-day
program.
Others from Murray at-
tending the sessions included:
,,atiessoias-. -Pod at-a-reCeik.::.gAtting-of It* . Drp!,h,eneY, 7cgreCtiif
04.111114111411-
representative, said a
superintendent who will listen
to teachers is needed. He also
said he favors the professional
negotiations bill for teachers
which was turned down in the
Ilist session . of the General
Assembly.
Paul Ford Davis, who is
thinking of running for state
superintendent, is an in-
dependent but said he would
run as a Democrat. Davis, a
professor at Morehead State
University and formerly vice
president for academic affairs
there, said he would listen to
teachers, administrators and
others in making decisions.
Jim 'Vernon, a Democratic
candidate for lieutenant
governor, said educationhas
to be the top priority in the
campaign. A Corbin resident
and former State corn-,
-missioner of public in-
formation, Vernon said ,he
favors some form Of
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Here are majors provisions of




individual tax rates and other
changes would -result in 1979
tax relief totaling $12.7 billion.
Withholding of taxes from
paychecks would be reduced
starting in January to reflect
the cuts.
1-- The current individual
tax credit of $35 per person, or
2 percent of the-first $9,000 of -
taxable income ( a maximum
credit of $180 would be
repealed. This and the current
$750-per-person exemption
would be replaced by a $1,000
exemption. The credit is
subtracted from taxes owed;
the eXemption reduces income'
subject to taxation.
- The $2,200 standard
deduction for single persons
Murrayans Are Named To
Jean Hamra, a senior buyer
in the Departmehe of Por-
t hasing at Murray Stati
University, has been elected
chairman of the Kentucky
chapter of the National
Association of Educational
Buyers.
Ms. Hamra, who has been at
Murray State for the past 11
years and who lives at
Hamlin, was named to the
'rhapter at Barren RflPtrlititp
- Ma.. -.44,.,416W444$10.01-.404..01.1.1444114Ar.
A purchasing director •at paveimds, both in t e• so 00-44 as 
$uro-o re few iS is Eastern Kentucky Universit university's purchasing
Ho mml col 1,,...1.-4.4
-i- 4 -_
I I
perettesteg et mut* stint
would be raised to $2,400; the
$3,200 deduction for couples
filing a joint return would go
to $3,400.
- The earned-income
-credit, which rewards poor
working families that include '
-children for staying- off -the-
welfare rolls, would be raised
from the current $400 top to
$500, and some would be
available to families with
incomes up to $10,000. For the
first time, the credit would be
paid-lila periodically as part of
workers' paychecks.
  deduction _nota
allowed for state and local
gasoline taxes Would be
repealed, meaning a small tax
increase for the 30 percent of
Americans - who itemize
deductions. ' •
CAJUTAL GAINS.
-Sixty percent, up from the
current 50 percent, of capital
gains, or profits from the sale
of assets owned a -year -or- -
longer, would be exempt from
regular income taxes. That 60
percent, after a $20,000 ex-
clusion, would be subject to a
new "alternative minimum
tax," which would be .paid
only if it exceeds the regular
income tax.
'After the $20,000 exclusion,
the next $40.000 would be
taxed at 10 percent, the next
$40,000 at 20 percent and all
over $100,000 at 25 percent.
The current "minimum tax,"
which is added to regular
income taxes, would be
retained but would not apply
-capital gains. The result
would cut the current 49.1-
percent maximum capital
gains tax to 28 percent.
- A person 55 or older who
sells his home after July 26,
1978, without buying a new one
costing as much or more could
- once in-a lifetime - exempt
$100,000 of profit from capital
gains taxes. Any person of any
age could - continue to defer
such taxes as (Ong as a new
home costing at least as much
is bought.
- A 1976 tax-law change
that would- increase capital
gains taxes on inherited
property would be delayed
until Jan. 1,1980.
-The maximum tax on
corpoi ate capita/ gains would
be cut from 30 percent to 28
percent.
-The maximum tax rate on
corporate profits, now 48 ,
percent on earnings above
$100,000, would be cut to 46
percent. The lowest rate, 20
percent, would be dropped to
17 percent There also would
be cuts between those ex-%
tremes.
-The 10-percent investment
tax credit would be made
permanent and liberalized.
-An existing tax credit for
employers who hire new
'workers would be replaced
with a similar credit targeted'







By IRMA H. COLLINS
Asst. Prof. of Music
Murray State University
It was a large scale spec-
tacular and colorful opening
for the Murray Civic Music
Association as presented by
the Owensboro Symphony
Orchestra under the direction
of Leon Gregorian Sunday
afternoon. Lovett Auditorium,
on the campus of Murray
State University, became the
center of a dual sensory ex-
perience in the form of a
-"Soleil Laser Fantasia," and
music representative of
composers ideas of space and
philotophical musings. •
While portions of this
"Laser Fantasia," as created'
by Gary Levenberg arafsBruce
Rogers, were successful as
both an independent and
coordinated art form, it was
felt by_this reviewer that the
presentation would have been
more successful had it been
programmed around one or
two musical ideas rather than
for the whole concert.
Fortunately the Owensboro
Symphony could stand alone
in their musical offerings,
especially in the opening
number, "Star Wars," under
the clear, dynamic conducting
of Gregorian.
It was a surprise to those
hearing the Owensboro
Symphony for the first time to
.experience such a large sound
from an orchestra of this size.
There was also an impressive
array of fine solo talent within
the various sections as was
demonstrated in "Venus" of
"The Planets" by Gustav
Hoist. The horn solo was
outstanding in its clarity and
smoothness of line: and,
unobtrusive, but notable, was
the celeste, which added its
own shimmering effect to the
top of the lovely string line.
Jim White's violin solo work
in "Thus Spake Zarathustra"
by Richard Strauss was both
spirited and lyrical.
While the over-all presen-
tation of the afternoon concert
was heartily and en-
thusiastically received by a
large crowd of appreciative
music - lovers, some more
careful observers noted the
sameness of dynamic level
which tended toward a loud,
almost brassy sound at times.
The percussion section,
outstanding in every way, did
help to conceal some flaws in
the fast scale passage work of
the strings: and, the brass
covered a good deal of the
string sound, especially the
lower strings in "Jupiter"
from "The Planets" by Hoist.
This movement did not appear
as well rehearsed as the
others in this suite.
"Thus Spake Zarathustra"
by Strauss is a large un-
dertaking by any large
professional symphony or-
chestra and it requires a wide
range of experiential depth in
its membership. While the
Owensboro musicians are to
be commended for their ef-
forts in this work. This
reviewer felt there were
moments of laborious effort
which bordered on a kind of
through" the thick
orchestration by an inex-
perienced, but determined
group of young Musicians.
All in all however, it was a
beautiful October afternoon
filled with the kind of glorious
sounds that only a symphony
orchestra can produce, and
Leon Gregorian made many
people happy' with his
ethuberant, musical direction
of the Owensboro Symphony,
Orchestra.
NOTICE
A 10%- penalty will be added to 1978 City
of Yftfrray Property Taxes if ruit paid prier
to November 1, 1978. Payments made by'
trail must be. postmarked no later than
October 31, 1978 to avoid the 10% penalty.
Payment should be made at the city
clerk's office, City Hall Building, 5th and
Poplar Street, Monday thru Friday 8:00
air. to 5:00 p.m. and on Saturday, October





This. coming-Saturday it's.celebrOtion time for the other
TWIN.
• _ ....~111.1112Ogitil• XOS1/12KIPIINe.
took- for the special ?ection in Friday's edrtion of The
Tfr4es.
•
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